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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
The object of the thesis is to calculate the transition probability, 
in terms of the oscillator strength, for the water molecule for its transi-
tion from one electronic state to another as a result of its interaction 
with an electromagnetic field. The Frank-Ccmdon principle is assumed 
to govern the transitions. The wave functions are obtained using Con-
figuration Interaction. These wave functions are not exact 
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian; however, they are exact eigenfunc-
tions of the symmetry operators of the molecule of water which has c 2V 
symmetry. 
A completely rigorous qµantum mechanical treatment of the 
interaction of light with matter requires the introduction of the quantum 
mechanical principles which include quantization of the electromagnetic 
field. However, the same phenomenon can also be treated semi-
classically by Einstein's phenomenological theo:ry of radiation based on 
conservation of momentum and energy principles applied to the inter-
action between a quantized matter system and a perturbing classical 
electromagnetic field (1). Since the behavior of a quantum-mechanical 
system in a given electromagnetic field is a quantum-mechanics 
2 
prol;>lem, it is possible to use the theory of quantum transitions to 
calculg.te the probability thg.t a given system (an atom or a molecule) 
will undergo a transition into an excited state or will relax from an 
excited state to a lower level energy state. In the for:rner case, the 
system absorbs energy from the field while in the latter, it loses 
energy to the field. Thus, in the absorption phenomenon, when the 
system goes from a state of lower energy, E., to a state of higher energy, 
l 
Ef' the excess energy (Ef - Ei) is derived from the electromagnetic 
field. The condition of absorption is satisfied if the spectrum of inci-
dent elect:i;-omagnetic radiation includes the wave of frequency 
W.f ::::: 
1· 
Ef - E. . 1 
fi. 
In the lowest order, the transition is entirely due to the perturbation 
which is a harmonic function of time and has the above frequency w if" 
Similarly, the transition of the system from an excited state to a lower 
energy state can be looked upon as an emission of excess energy 
(Ef - Ei) from the system to the perturbing field, and in the induced 
reverse transition the incident electromagnetic spectrum again must 
include the wave with frequency w ·r· 
1· 
Our system consists of a biological molecule placed in an electro-
magnetic field corresponding to regions of the spectrum of either 
0 0 () O 
visible O. ,...., 4000 A - 8000 A) or near u,ltraviolet (A - 2000 A - 4000 A) 
0 0 
or far u,ltraviolet (t-......, 100 A - 2000 A) radiation. At these wavelengths 
(corresponding to energies greater than 2 ev), the electronic states of 
3 
the molecules are changed in the transitions. The classification of the 
initial and final states of the system should, of course, include all their 
quantum numbers; narnely vibrational, and perhaps rotational as well 
as electronic labels. However, we can sum over the vibrational states 
of the initial levels and therby arrive at a definition of an "electronic 
oscillator strength11 • These electronic oscillator strengths cor re spend 
to "vertical 11 or Frank-Condon transitions. According to the Frank-
Condon pr inc ip 1 e , the transition in a molecule involving an electron 
jump takes place so rapidly, in comparison to the vibrational motion of 
the nuclei, that immediately afterwards the nuclei still have very 
nearly the same relative positioµs and velocities as before the transition 
( 2)" We will concern ourselves solely with the electronic transition 
probabilities (see Appendix A). 
The electronic transition probability - as will be proven later -
is proportional to the square of the transition operator matrix elements 
between the initial and final electronic states. For electric-dipole 
transitions these matrix elements are non-zero only if there is a 
change in the symmetry of the electronic charge distribution from 
initial to final state. These so-called allowed transitions can occur 
only between the electronic states of different symmetry of charge dis-
tribution whereas, the transitions between the states of same 
symmetry are forbidden (3 ). In the forbidden case, the transition 
moment, therefore, would be equal to zero in the first order. How-
ever, the forbidden transitions often exhibit measurable intensities, 
4 
though much smaller than tho1:3e of allowed transitions, since the sym-
metry of charge distribution can also be disturbed by nuclear 
vibrations. Also, the transition may indeed by possible due to higher 
order couplings with the electromagnetic field. 
In our work we are mainly interested in the effect of visible and 
ultraviolet radiation on the biological molecules. We are in the pro-
cess of developing a set of computing programs to treat large 
electronic systems. In this research we have developed an electric-
dipole transition program for electroJ:'.!.ic transitions. Since the water 
molecule is one of the simplest yet interesting molecules, we have 
tested our program on water. Th~ program itself is very general and 
may be used for any system whose wave functions are de scribed in 
terms of Gaussian orbitals. 
CHAPTER II 
ELECTRIC DIPOLE TRANSITION 
PROBABILITY 
In this chapter the electronic probability for transition of a 
molecule from a given initial ground state to some excited state as a 
result of its interaction with electromagnetic radiation is calculated. 
Let the system in question consist of N particles (electrons) and 
A point nuclei. The above system could be an atom, a molecule, a 
solid or more generally a system of identical particles in an external 
electromagnetic field. Our system, in particular, is a molecule. The 
calculation of the electric dipole transition probability requires finding 
the exact stationary states of the system, an extremely complex prob-
lem as will be seen in the later chapter. As mentioned in the 
introduction, since the mass of the electrons ~s much smaller than the 
mass of nuclei, the Frank-Condon principle can be invoked. In com-
puting electronic transitions the dynamic;al state depicts the system of 
N electrons in the field of fixed nuclei in an external electromagnetic 
field. 
The Hamiltonian of the above system in Schrodinger picture is 
described by both a scalar potential (0) and a vector potential (A) (4). 
i. e. , 
where 
and 
H (t) = H + HI (t) 






..... ..... ..... } +A(r.,t)·v'. + 
J J 
N 
+ I e 0(-;r t) J 
j=l 
N A -Z e~ 
I I r~ 
j=l er=l Jer 




+ L r.k 




-- time independent electrostatic Hamiltonian of the 
isolated system. 




+ l ;: Az(;j' t) + 
j=l 
N 
I e 0(r'r t) J 
j=l 
= time dependent perturbation part of the Hamiltonian. 
7 
The whole problem can, therefore, be expressed in terms of finding 
the solution to the equation: 
in dd I'±' (t:)> = H (t) 1'¥ (t)> 
t s s s 
(2. 4) 
with a given initial state of the system. 
The Hamiltonian describes the system at all the times, i.e., it 
unfolds the system with time, We shall discuss the system in 
Schr~dinger picture and in Interaction picture. The subscript s denotes 
the quantities in Schrodinger picture and I in Interaction picture, 
The correspondence between the two pictures is defined by the 
following relations: 
I \II ( ) eiHos t/11. I 'l' (t)> z I t > = s (2. 5) 
= the state function. correspondence, 
and 
(2. 6) 
= operator correspondence. 
The Hamiltonian in the two pictures can be written as 
H +H'(t) (2. 7) 
OS S 
(2. 8) 
When there is no perturbation, the Hamiltonians in the two 
· pictures are equivalent, Equation (2. 4) is the equation of motion in 
Schrodinger picture. The equation of motion in Interaction picture can 
be derived as follows: 
8 
so that 
Now consider the right-hand side of this eg.uation, 
. iH ,t/fi 
Smee e os and H commute, the .right-hand side of the equation 
reduces to 




e H'(t)l'f (t)> s s 
= e 
iH t /fi. - iH t /11. 
OS OS 
H~(t)e l'f 1(t)> 
Thus the solution of Equation (2, 9) with the given initial condition 
unfolds the system in Interaction picture, 
(2. 9) 
9 
Next, we define a unitary operator UI(t, t 0 ) in the Interaction pic-
ture such that, given a state I 'f.I(t )> at time t , it can take the system 
0 0 
to a state I 'f I(t)> at time t, i.e. (5), 
Obviously, at time t = t , we require that 
0 
UI(t , t ) = 1. 
0 0 
Substituting Equation (2. 10) into Fiquc;1.tion (2. 9), we get 
Since I 'f I(t 0 )> is arbitrary, it must follow that 
(2. 10) 
(2. 11) 
This is an operator equation. The formal solution of Equation 
(2, 11) subject to the initial condition is 
. t 
UI(t, t 0 ) = l -if dt1 H1(t1 ) UI(t1 , t 0 ) (2,12) 
t 
0 
It is proven in the following steps that Equation (2. 12) is a solution of 
Equation (2, i 1) subject to the initial condition. Differentiating Eq ua-
tion (2. 12) with respect tot, we find 
(2.13) 





F(t + ot) - F(t) 
ot 











t . t+ot 




Substituting from Equation (2. 15) into Equation (2, 14) 
d t t+at 
dtJ dt1 H{(t1 ) U 1(t1,t0 ) = ~t~{J dt1 H{(t1)U1(t1,t0 )/ot} 
t t 
0 




which is the same as Equation (2. 11). Thus we have proven that the dif-
fer~ntial Equation (2. 11) along with Equation (2. 14) is equivalent to the 
Equation (2. 12). 
11 
A perturbation series for U/t, t 0 ) may be obtained by substituting 
for U/t1, t 0 ) in Equation (2. 12), 
. t 
U/t, t 0 ) = [1 -~J dt1H{(t1) { 1 
t 
0 
. tl -~ J dt2 H{(t2 ) U 1(ta, t 0 )} J 
t 
0 
and continuing the substitution for u 1(t , t ) in an iterative fashion. n o 
the result is that 
= [1 + {I 
t 
' ... J n- 1dtn H{(t1 ) H{ (t2 ) H{ (t~) .... H{(tn)} J (2. 1 7) 
and 




With the above background in mind, we can proceed to calculate 
the electric dipole transition probability between two states of the sys-
tern. Let [ I k>} be a complete orthonormal basis set where k stands 
for a particular set of eigenvalues for a complete set of observables, 
among which is H . Consider two states la> and lb> which are eigen-
os 
states of H , Then 
OS 
H la> = E la> 
OS a 
H lb> = Eblb> , 
OS 




F(H ) I a> = F(E ) I a> 
OS a 
(2. 20) 
F(H ) lb> = F(Eb) lb> 
os 
Now U 1(t, t 0 ) \ a> is the state to which I a> would. evolve in time interval 
(t - t ) in the Interaction picture. And the probability that the system 
0 
would be found in the state I b> is 





= the probability amplitude in the :):nteraction 
picture. 
Retaining only the first two te1;ms in the perturbation expansion, 
Equation (2. 17), of u1(t, t 0 ) in Equation (2, 22) for the short time interval 
(t-t ) , we get 
0 
. t 
<blU1(t,t0 )la> -= <bll - ~J dtiH{(t1) u1(t1,t0 )la> . 
t 
0 
Substituting for H{(t1 ) from correspondence relation, Equation (2. 6), 
we find 
Pb (t, t )"'"' Pb1 (t, t ) = IC 1 (t, t ) l ril ,-a o ,-a o b,-a o 
13 
. t iH t 1 /fi. - iH t 1 /-h 
l ( I I l I OS '( ) OS I 12 Pb<-a t,t0 ) = <b 1 -.fi. dt1 e Hst1 e a> 
t 
Q 
and then applying the relation in Equation (2, 20), we get 
Thus, we get 
. t i(Eb-E )t1 /11 
P~ ... a(t,t0 ) = \~
1 J dt1 e a <b\H~(t1 )\a>j 2 (2.23) 
t 
0 
Before we evaluate the above time integral, let us look at H '(t) from 
s 
Equation (2 • .3), Let ,jr be an arbitrary state of the system. 
HI (t),jr 
s 
N a I e 2 ..... + -2 A ( r . , t 1 ) ,jr m J 
j=l 
Since 
[v.·A +A·v.h = i.·(A,Jr) +A·(~.,i,) 
J J J J 
-+ -t, -+ -+ -+ -+ 
=(v'.·A),jr +A·(v'.,jr)+A·(v'.,jr) 
J J J 




N '""-l e111... ... + -A·(v'.,j/) 
m J 
j=l 
In empty space, the charge and current densities are zero; so it is pos-
-...... 
sible to use the Coulomb guage where vi· A = 0 and since the charge 
density is zero, it follows that !i') = 0. Under these conditions, 
(2.24) 
e:; 
In Equation (2, 24) the term (2m Aa) is generally very small and hence, 
we can omit it, Thus, we get 
ein ... ... .... = - A ( r . , t 1 ) , "v . ,j, 
m J J 
Since ,j, is an arbitrary state, the operato: H ~ (t) can be wrHten simply 
as 
N '-l:'.. 
\ e1u [-+ .... .... J = l ~ A ( r j, t 1 ) , 'v j (2,25) 
, j=l 
Let the perturbing field consist of a monochromatic linearly 
polarized plane wave. 
...... ..... ....-.+ -+ ~ 
Since v7 x A = H>, A is perpendicular to 1-P, the 
.... ... 
magnetic field, Also, A is perpendicular to the propagation vector k. 
.... ... .... 
Since H>, E and k are mutually perpendicular to one another, it follows 
15 
that A must be parallel to the electric vector E of the perturbing mono-
i --> 
chromatic radiation. Let e be a unit polarization vector parallel to E, 
-->--> 
Then A(r ., t) can be represented as 
J 
--> --> 
i(wt-k • r .) 
--> ... ""[ J Ak... (r., t) = Ae e 
' w J 
-i(wt-k, r'.) 
+ e J J (2. 26) 
k and w are, of course, related by the fact that, in free space, w = I kl c 
where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The magnitude of k is related 
to the wavelength ;\ of the monochrc;>matic radiation oy I k I = Zn I;\. 
Then H ',(t1 ) in Equation (2. 25) becomes s 
HI (t ) = 
s l 
Substituting H'(t1 ) from Equation (2. 27) into Equation (2. 23) for the s 
probability, we get 
~ .... .... -+ 
N i(wt1 -k·r.) -i(wt1-k,r.) 
[ <b IL {e J t e J } ; • ~j I a> J I'-
j=l 
A t i(Eb -E +nw )t1 /li N -ik, J!. 




We consider our electromagnetic radiation to be monochromatic with 
.... 
electric vector E(x, t) and magnetic vector 1-f'(x, t). Let us next cqn-
sider a case where the wavelength A of the radiation is much greater 
than the size a of the system (6). If the center of the system is taken 
as an origin of a coordinate system, then the phase of the wave as it 
sweeps over the system w i 11 change by (:l: 2rra/ A). Since the dimen-
sions of the system are much smaller than the wavelength, the phase 
change within the system can be overlooked and the field within the 
system can be assumed to be the same at all the points. The states 
la> and lb> are eigenkets of the unperturbed elec;tronic Hamiltonian 
H and correspond to bound states of N-electrons (we shall not con-
os • 
sider polarization process in this thesis). Thus, the wave functions 
and 
·" 
for these bound states vanish exponentially as any electronic coordinate 
.... 
r. is taken far from the fixed nuclear framework, and contribution to 
J 
the matrix elements 
........ 
:l: ik, r . 
< b I L e J; . o/ j I a> 
j 
from these regions of configuration space are, therefore, insignificant. 
The major contribution to the matrix elements comes from those 
regions of configuration space where the wave functions are large, 
17 
i.e. , the wave functions are quite appreciable for the electrons lying 
within the characteristic size ''a" of the system. Since we are consid-
ering the total system in which 11. » a ~ r ., the magnitude of the term 
J 
.... -+ 
(ik· r.) is always much smaller than unity. In the exponent, 
J 
I . ..,. .... I 2TTa 1k • r < --
j A 
.... --, 
. ik, r ~ 
we need to retain only the first term in the expansion of e J, 
..... --, 
± ik. r. 
e J 
........ 
::- 1 ± ik O r. 
~ l J 
This corresponds to the electric dipole term. 
Thus to the approximations discussed above, the transition proba-
bility becomes 
N 
Pt+- )t, t 0) = I [ ~ < b I I e '~ j I a> 
j=l 
Let t = 0 and t a short time later at which we are calculating the 
0 
probability of transition (7). Then 
N 
P ~ a ( t, 0) = I [ ~ < b I L ; , V j I a> 
j=l 
i(Eb -Ea .::fi.w) t /fi 
+e -l}]l4l 
E -E -fiw 
b a 
18 
Now the transition probability is 
N 
[ Aae:ane I" ..... pbl ( t , o ) :::: a I < b I e . 'ii . I i:l: .. >. 1 a • +-a m J ,.,. · 
j::::l 
2-2 cos [(Eb-E +nw)t/n.] 2-2 cos [(Eb-E -nw)t/n] 
{ a + . a 
. (Eb-Ea +n.w )a (Eb-Ea -nw )a 
2+2 cos 2w t - 2 cos [ (Eb-Ea +hw)t/n] 
+------------~----(Eb -E a)a - (nw)a 
2 cos [ (Eb-Ea -nw)t/fi] 
- (Eb-E):a-(nw) 2 }] (2. 28) 
The formula given in Equation (2, 28) is derived on the basis that the 
electromagnetic radiation is monochromatic, In practice, however, 
even the best monochromatic radiation includes a narrow band of wave-
length (i.e., frequency). Let our radiation cover a narrow frequency 
band ranging from w1 to w2 in.eluding the frequency (Eb-E )/'h :::: w • a o 
In this case Aa can be replaced by 8rrl where I(w) is the energy de.nsity 
of radiation per unit frequency interval. Then the transitio.p. probability 
Pt._)t, 0) is obtained by integrating Equation (2.28) from w1 to w2 and 
neglecting small terms, we get 
19 
w2 
Pb (t, 0) = f Pb1 (t, 0) dw +-a · +-a 
w1 
N 
I< b IL ; ' ~ j I a> I ; ' 
j:= 1 
w...i 1 - cos [ ( IEb-E 1-nw)t/n} 
J . (IEb-E 1-:w)a dw J 
w1 a 
where 
s = [(IE -E 1-nw)] 
b a 
If now the frequency band is wide compared to the nc1.tural width of the 
emission line, no generality is lost if s(w~) is replaced by (-QO) and 
s(wa) by (+QO), Integration gives 
Pb (t, 0) = +-a 
8 :a~ a N 
e u It I < b I I "" ... I 12 a e: • 'v . a> 
m J 
j;= 1 
and the transition probability rate is 
N 
8 e•i·h i I I b I L "" _, I I " R = 2 < e: • 'v . a> • b+-a rn J (2. 30) 
j=l 
In the transition phenomena, absorption takes place if Eb> Ea and 
emission takes place if Ea> Eb. 
The matrix element can be reexpressed in terms of other opera-
tors and so the electric dipole transition probability can be shown also 
to be proportional to 
and 
N 
Rb1-a cc I< 'l' f I I r) '!'? I :a 
j= 1 
cc I dipole length moment I 2 
N 
Rb<-a cc I<'!' f I I a'.j I '1' i> I z 
j = 1 
cc I dipole acceleration moment I 2 
20 
The wavelength 11. enters these alternate formulae in various ways. 
This is proven in the following section. 
We will show the equivalence of 
N 
( 1) Dipole Length Moment SR ::o I<'!' f I l r'j I '!' / I 2 
j=l 
N 
(2) Dipole Velocity Moment S v' = I<'!' f I l 9j I '1' i> I 2 
• f 
J=l 
where '!'. and '!'£ are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of the system. 
l . 
The electronic Hamiltonian of the system is 
N n:a N A - z e:3 N 2 
+I I a + I r~k ] H = [ I-- 'i1 .2 OS 2m J r. 
j=l j=l Q'=l 
J~ l:s:j<k J 
(2. 31) 
That is 




N A -Z e 2 N e .. 
v = I I ;, . + I r.: 
. 1 1 JO! 1,J"<k J J= Ci= ;::,, 
.... 
Since V and r. commute, 
J 
and the commutator 
j 
vie have that 
j 
j 
= [ T;. _l r°j J .. 
j 









Consider ['ii:, r) f} component by component where f = f(r'1 , ~ ••• r' N) 
is an arbitrary wave £1,mction. 
The x component, for example, is 
that is, 
["7k2' r'.] f = 
J x 
Now, we see that 
"' 
= &jk x + 0 + 0 
= &jkx 
and since 
we conclude that 
--, -+ of A A 
'\' x. • 'i1 f = -. & . [x · x] + 0 + 0 = 





Thus, using Equation (2; 39) into Equation (2. 38), we get 
--> of 
[ 'v 2 , r .] f = 2 o . -
k J x Jk oxk 
Similarly, we find 
and 
[ 'vk2' r'.] f 
J y 
--> of 
[ 'v 2 , r.] f = 2 o. -· .-
k , J z Jk o zk 
or writing thes~ three equations in vector notation, 
Since f is arbitrary, it follows that 
and 
[T' Ii\] = _fi.2 I I[v1k2 ' r'.J 2m J 
j j k 
-~I I --> = Zojkv1k 2m 
j k 
fin) (in) l ;j -: I --> = - P. m J 
j j 









j j j 
Since '¥. and '¥f are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H 
1 . OS 
H \'!'.> - E.1'¥.> 
OS 1 1 1 
H. I \jff> = E I \jf > OS I. f If O (2.43) 
Then, 
~ <'¥fl[H '\'r'.] I'¥.>= <'¥f\B ( \'r'.) - ()r'.) H 1'¥.>. 
. OS l J 1 . . OS l J LJ J OS 1 
j j j 
Since H is hermitian, Ht ::: H 
i_. e. , 
OS OS 08 
,. 
= <'±' \H+ (\r'_) 
f OS . l J 
j 
(\'r'.)H \'¥.> l J OS 1 
j 
='<'¥ IE (\r'.) - (\r',) E.\'¥.> 
f f l J /_,, J 1 1 
. j j 
= (Ef - Eik'l'flli-'j I\> 
j . 
(Ef- Ei) <'±'f\li\ l'l\> 
j 
(2. 44) 
There is a third formulation in terms of dipole acceleration operator 
SA (SA,::\<'±' f \ f a'.j \ '¥ i> I a). This formulation can also be proven equiva-
lent to dipole length or dipole velocity, 
The above proof requires that the wave functions \'¥i> and \'¥f> be 
exact eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. Since the eigenfunctions 
25 
obtained in our c;:alculations are only approximate eigenstates of the 
Hamiltonian, the numerical results obtained for the transition proba-
bility using the three equivalent expressions, in general, show 
discrepancies. However, neither dipole length nor dipole velocity nor 
dipole acceleration formula is more fundamental (8). Each, in fact, has a 
classic al analogue and we should consider the results obtained with 
SR, Sv' and SA as having equal significance. In practice, the diver-
gence in their results must be expected because the three operators 
emphasize different spatial portions of the wave functions in their 
integral process. Therefore, different credenc::e must be given to the 
results obtained with different operators depending upon the accuracy 
of these wave functions in the regions where they are most sensitive to 
the particular operator. The velocity and length operators give more 
emphasis to the regions of the wave functions close to the atomic shells 
where the charge density of the reshuffling electrons is large. The 
dipole velocity and the dipole length formulae, respectively, favor the 
inner and outer portions of the shell. The acceleration operator gives 
more stress to the spatial region of the wave function close to the 
nuclei since it contains terms behaving as r- a. In this region, our 
electron wave functions, computed with Gaussian orbitals, are gener-
ally the poorest, but since SA is most sensitive to the accuracy of the 
wave function in the immediate neighborhood of the nuclei, discrepan-
cies in the results obtained with SA would be large. Hence, we do not 
attempt to calculate SA. 
CHAPTER III 
CALCULATIONS OF APPROXIMATE 
WAVE FUNCTIONS 
In our calculations we have used the Hartree-Fock method to 
evaluate the best possible orbital functions. The quantum-mechanical 
Hartree-Fock treatment of a comple4 system (atom or molecule) 
assumes an independent particle model, i.e., in an N-particle system 
each occupies a definite single particle state and moves independently 
of the presence of others in a potential representing the attraction of 
nucleus and the average repulsive effect of the remaining particles (5). 
The single particle energy operator then should be the sum of bare 
nucleus Hamiltonian and the potential interaction operator which 
depends upon the states occupied by the rest of the particles. In this 
approximation, the wave function of the system is represented by a 
single Slater determinant made up from an antisymmetrized product of 
symmetry-adapted occupied spin orbitals. The best choice of the orbi-
tals is, in fact, obtained self-consistently by the variational method 
using an arbitrary Slater determinant as a triai function (10), The two 
conditions, namely 
l. the spin functions of different spins are orthogonal and 
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2. the spatial parts of the spin orbitals are orthonormal 
imply that this symmetry-adapted spin orbital basis set is orthonor- . 





* ~ A m (I;) Am , (I;) = 
I; s s 
6 • I 
mm 
s s 
In the usua.~ notation Cr(!;) -- Ai(!;) and~(!;)= A_!(!;), Hence, 
I f* (X) f ,·(X) dX = 0 I µ, µ, µ, µ, 
~ ~ ~~ 
(3. 1 a) 
(3. 1 b) 
(3.lc) 
( 3. 2) 
The integration if? carried out over both the spin variable and the space 
variable. The orthonormal symmetry-adapted spin orbital basis set 
assures the orthonormality of the Slater determinant constructed from 
the former. Thus, 
< 6. I /:;, > = 1 (3. 3) 
where 
(3. 4) 




N N a 
\ Hbare(j) = \ [-~ 'v.:a 
L l 2m J (3. 6) 
j::l j=l 
= sum of bare nucleus Hamiltonian 
and "A" is the total number of nucleL 
- interelectronic repulsion. 
In the Hartree-Fock method the expectation value of Hamiltonian 
is minimized, i.e., E:.: <.6IH I ti> is minimized subject to the constraint 
OS 
in Equation (3. 2) (12), It can be shown that the variational procedure 
implies that the best (i.e., Hartree-Fock) orbitals satisfy a quasi-
eigenvalue equation 
(3. 7) 
where the Hartree-Fock operator 
(3. 8) 
contains the non--local HF potential 
( 3. 9) 
The sum in Equation (3. 9) is over the orbitals occupied in the HF 
determinant; these are the first N solutions to Equation (3. 7) 1 Though 
we were originally interested in finding just the first N (occupied) 
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orbitals, we recog.):'l.ize that formally (HHF)+ = HHF should have a com-
plete set of solutio:q.s. The unoccupied or so-called 11virtual" orbitals 
are labeled r , µ. ::-a N+l, N+2, , , , • , and we have implicitly assumed 
µ. ,...., 
,v 
that the complete set of solutions is denumerable. We have termed 
the problem posed in ·Equation (3, 7) a 11quasi-eigenvalue 11 problem since 
h HF d h HF t e operator V , an t us H , explicitly depend on the first N solu-
tions. The equation must be solved 11 self-consistently 11 , Le., in an 
iterative fashion with the first N solutions of one iteration used to con~ 
VHF f' h . . struct · or t e next 1terat1on. 
Let us prepare a background before we go to the main problem, 
We assume that we deal with systems with closed shell ground state for 
which r (x), the symmetry-adapted spin orbitals, can be written as a 
~ 
product of a spatial and a spin function. In particular we assume that 
the Hartree-Fock determinallt is composed of (N/2) doubly occupied 
spatial orbitals. Thus, 
r (x) 
~ 
... = !!? (r) er(~) or 
µ. 
where for the occupied orbitals 
µ --1,2,3, ... ,N ,...,, 
... 
i (r) ~(!;) 
µ 
~ 0 " 9 N/2 
We now expand the solutions 
..... r (r,i;) 
~ 
-+ 
b. x.(r) A (1=') 
Jm ;µ J m '=' 
s ~ s 





where )(..(r) 1s in principle a complete normalized but not necessarily an 
J 
orthogonal set of spatial orbitals. The Hartree-Fock equation for 
orbital r can be written as 
µ, 
[ HF J .... H - e: b, X .(r) 
~ Jm ;µ; J . . s "-' 
J, m 
s 
;>,.. (s) - 0 
ms 
(3, 11) 
,::: _. :::,~ 
Multiplying Equation (3. 11) by [x,. (r) A , (s)} and integrating over the 
1 m 
s 
space and spin coordinates, we get 
for 1 = 1,2,,,.,co, m' ·- .J. .1. s - -1::,z, 
E: S. I O 
1.1, 1m lJm ,,.., s s 
Jb. Jm ;µ, s ~ = 0 (3. 12) 
Equivalently in matrix form, the~ th solution to the Hartree-
Fock equation satisfies 
[ hPHF - e: JJJ.r = 0 ..... µ, ....... µ, 
~ ,..., 
where the matrix elements are 
and 
HF I ... I * .... * HF .... H. , . = dr x. (r) ;>,.. ,(~) H · x.(r)A (~) 
1m , Jm 1 m J m 
s s ~ s s 
S. I • 





It is obvious that S is diagonal in the spin indices and a little 
effort shows that ~HF is also diagonal in the spin indices. Thus, 
I :i:~-r-) -+ -+ S. , . = x. (r)x.(r) dr o , 
1m , Jm ·1 J m m 








H,_i ·.i = H. .1. • .i 





We can therefore simplify the matrix inde:x:ing and define 
- J *-+ -+ .... S .. = x. (r) X .(r) dr 
LJ l J 
H .. 
LJ 
b. = b,.i ..l. = b . .l.. ..J. 




We can rewrite the Equation (3. 12) in explicit block diagonal form 
I Su Sia .•. 
0 
-e b = 0 
~ Hu H12 • • • 
1,.1, 
Su S12 .•. ,..,,, 
0 0 
H21 H22 Bai Saa . . . 
J 
(3. 19) 
Clearly the solutions are spin degenerate, and the Hartree-Fock eigen-
values are the roots of the characteristic Equation (3, 20). 
(3. 20) 
or explicitly noting the identity of the diagonal. blocks, the Hartree-
Fock eigenvalues (now noted to be doubl.y degenerate) are found as the 
· roobof 
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det [H .,, e S ] ;:: 0 B ...,, (3.21) 
Once the roots are obtained they are substituted into Equation (3, 12), 
the solution of which for givens yields the corresponding b 's, one 
~ ~ 
for the Q'-spin and one for the ~-spin, 
To solve Equation (3. 21) we need to know 
;:: I di\ IO!*( s:i.)xtcr°i)[Hbare ( l) + VHF ( 1 )]a ( s1)x/r',.) 0 
si 
Since Hbare(l) does not depend upon spin 
Hij "- I dr'l xtcr'l) Hbare( 1) x)r'1) l Q' l\1;1) Q' (s1) 
s1 
+ f di\ Ixt(r'1)0!>:,(s1) vHF(1)x/r'1)0!(s1) 
Si 
+ J dr'1 l xt (r'1 )/\ s1) vHF ( 1) x/r'1) a ( s1) 
I; l 
- H~tre + f dr'l I xt(i\)c/<(l;l) VHF(l) X/r'1)cds1) 
si 
(3, 22) 
Let us evaluate the second term, in Equation (3. 22). Substituting for 
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l ~~ ~~ INJ -+ \' * x. ( 1) a ( 1) dr a > r (:xa) • 
1 . L.J µ. 
~1 ~= 1 ~a "' 
x.(l)a(l)ip (2)ct(2) - .Jd;ax.'.:c(l)et*(l)91*(2)Q'~c~2)-1 · 
J µ. i µ r 12 
~ I ... lN /2J -+ * * 1 I = 2 dr 1 dr2 x.. (l)ip (2)- x.(l)ip (2) 
t µ. r12 J µ. 
µ=1 
Substituting for ipµ. in terms of atomic orbitals [xk(;::')}, 
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I = [ {2 
N/2 . )l l Jdr'ld12xic(l) 
µ,=l 
k .t ' k 1, 
where 
and 
I -+ ... ** 1 dr1dr2x, (l)x.k(2) -. x,(l)x.n (2) = <iklVIH> 
1 r~ J ~ . 
Thus, Equation (3. 22) can be rewritten as 
'IHHFI, [ 'IHbarel. Z ,'klVI' <1 • J> = < 1 . . J> + t I: Pk.e < 1 J.t > 
k A, 
(3. 23) 
Now, Equation (3, 12) can be expressed as 
[H .. - e S .. ] b = 0 • (3. 24) 
lJ ~ lJ ,...., . 
In practice the normalized atomic basis set is a, truncated set. We 
shall use a set of M spatial Gaussian orbitals which are normalized, 
... 
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but, of course, not orthogonal. Needless to sc;1.y, M ~ N/2. Thus we 
have a finite matrix diagonalization problem. We proceed as fqllows. 
. -+ -Since S ;:,: S, there exists a unitary matrix V which diagonalizes 
Sand 
"2 0 
v+sv = "-3 
0 
11.M 
with A. > 0, i = 1, 2, ., f! • ~ M • 
1 







T = r;-; 
0 
(VT) is not a unitary matrix in general, but 
(VT)+ S (VT) = 1 









L. ;:: \ (VT) .. x.(i'.') 
1 L ,..., Jl J 
j=l 
The representation of HHF in (L.} basis is 
1 
(L., HHF' L.);:: Jax!: (VT)*.x*HHF I: (VT) jx' 
1 J "-' pl p ,..., q J 
p q 
>!< ~ 
;:: I; !: (VT) . H (VT) . 
~ p1 pq "" qJ 
pq 
= [(VT)+ H (VT)] .. 




Since the matrix corresponding to Equation (3. 29) is hermitian, there 






Thus the matrix (VTU) brings H into a diagonal form and 
(VTU/ S (VTU) = 1 (3.31) 
~, ,..._, T""~ 
Thus, the formal calculation of the expa,nsion coefficients, b' s, 
in Equation (3, 24) becomes quite straightforward. However, we are 
required to know VHF which in turn requires knowledge of the orbitals 
and hence, the b' s. The problem is, therefore, solved 
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self-consistently. First, N/2 functions are guessed and~ is con-
structed (implies VHF known); E;quation (3. 24) is then solved, the b' s 
and hence, the new orbitals are obtained. Now, if these functions 
coincide to a specified accuracy with the guessed ones, we have evalu-
ated the symmetry-adapted eigenfunctions of Equation (3 . .24) and if not, 
the iteration is continued until the symmetry-adapted HF eigenfunctions 
are obtained. Then the total wave function of the system is approxi-
mated by a single antisymmetrized product, !). , of N electron spin 
orbitals, to each of which is assigned at;i. electron of the system. 
In the above treatment we have assumed that the electrons move 
independently of one another with average electronic repulsion acting as 
an. effective nuclear shielding. Actually, the repulsion between the 
electrons is instantaneous and as a result, their rnotions are correlated 
which is quite t, 'ntrary to our model of their independent motion. Thus 
the wave function, 6 ~ obtained above is definitely not an eigenfunction 
of the Hamiltonian of the system. In order to include correlation of 
the electronsf it is necessary to determine other configuration func-
tions which are linearly independent of the fir st wave function A. We 
make use of the method "Configuration Interaction" (CI) which provides 
the eigenfunctions of the many-electron system in the theoretical limit 
(13). In our CI procedure the N-electron basis functions are Slater 
determinants constructed as antisymmetrized products of N spin orbi-
tals chosen from among the 2M solutions to the Hartree- Fock equations. 
Thus, the determinantal basis functions are written as 
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r'' 
where ~ stands for an ordered set kl' ka, ... , kN of orbital indices. 
Though there are ?:) possible Slater determinants which could be con-
structed, we limit ourselves to those configurations which, on the 
basis of intuition and past calculations, are thought to be the most 
significant. Let the total number of Slater determinants be Q. Now, 
in the set [ r . } , i = 1, 2, •• , , 2M where i = 1, 2, •.. , N are the N 
1 
occupied orbitals and i = N+l, N+2, ... , 2M are the (2M-N) virtual orbi. 
tals fixed by the HF Hamiltonian, let 
!:). - Hartree-Fock determinant constructed from 
0 
occupied orbitals 
We next construct excited configurations by removing one or more 
electrons from the occupied orbitals and placing them in virtual 
orbitals. We then classify the excited configurations according to the 
number of such one electron excitations. The first case is that of a 
one electron excitation, for example, from r k(k :,;; N) to r p (p > N) 
(3. 32) 
ln a two electron excitation, the determinant would be, for example, 
and so on. 








Many determinants of the kind in Equatio11s (3, 32) and (3. 33) can 
be constructed. The total wave funcHon, '.I', of the N particle system 
is then described by a linec1,r combination of Q such determinants 
chosen as described earlier, i, e., 
Q 
'.I' = I c/~j (3. 34) 
j=l 
where the expansion coefficients, C's, are still qndetermined, The 
secular equation is then formed by applying the variational principle to 
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian as discussed earlier in the 
chapter and substituting for '.I', in terms of determinants from Equation 
(3. 34), the secular equation obtained is of the form. 
where 
and 
I [HKL EL 6KL] CL = O 
L=l 
for K=l, 2, 3,.,. ,Q (3.35) 
Since H+ = H, the (Q X Q) His diagonalized by standard matrix tech-
niques, i. e,, by a unitary matrix U and the solutions 
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0 
consist of the first Q apprmdmate eigenvectors (stated as the columns 
of'£ matrix) and the corresponding Q eigenvalues of the total N-
electron Hamiltonian., The eigenvalues satisfy the variationat theorem 
that E. ~ ~- where t. is the exact ith eigenvalue of the full N-electron 
l l l 
HamiLtonian. 
The goodness of these approximate eigenfunctions, of course, 
depends upon the space spanned by the Q determinapts chos1:m; this in 
turn depends upon the orbitals used in constructing them and thus, 
ultimately, on the Ga11ssian orbital bat;iis chosen to e~pand the Hartree-
Fock orbitals. Since the orbitals are optimized by the Fock equations 
spedfically for the ground state, one can reasonably conclude that the 
ground state will be the most accurately described. As a matter of 
fact, however, since the variational calculation focuses its criteria on 
energy, we should not expect the wave functions, including the ground 
state and calculated from such a limited CI as we have performed, to 
be highly accurate. The crucial question is whether or not the CI pro-
cedure has introduced the approximate correlation effects into the 
wave functions which are necessary to compute accurate oscillator 
strengths. That, in fact, there are for such calculations,. specific 
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correlation effec;:ts which must be introduced while other correlation 
effects may be ignored, hias been arg1.:1.ed by Oksuz and Sinanogl1.:1. ( 14) 
and substantiated by calculations on atoms by Westhaus and Sinanoglu 
(15), Nicholaides and Sinanoglu (16) and Shrivastava and Westhaus (17). 
We have only begun to explore this idea for molecules and unfortunately 
have no detailed calculations to present here. We simply used the 
excited states of the one CI calculation to approximate the excited sta~ 
tionary states of the molecule in our transition probability calculations. 
Having optimized the orbitals for the ground state, one can not expect 
the excited states to be accurately represented by the excited states of 
the CI calculations. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF ONE ELECTRON 
MATRIX ELEMENTS 
Let If /xi, x~H x 3 , , • , , xN) be a wave function of the N ... particle 
system correspol').ding to an initial state Ii> and If /xv X:a, ••• , xN), 
another wave function, c qr .t;'e sponding to another state If>. 'rhe total 
wave function of the $ystem is writtE;in as linear combinations of several 
Slater deter:r;ninante, e.g., 
If i (x1, X;, •• • ' xN) :;:i ~ G1K· 6 K(x1, X:a, • • •' xN) • 
. K=l 
( 4, l) 
The Slater determbia:p.ts in turn are built fro:r;n N orthonormal 
symmetry-a~apted molecular spin orbitals chosen from 2M molecular 
orbitals, 
2.M:.?: N (4. 2) 
and 
(4, 3) 






( 4. 5) 
The primes denote that the spin orbitals used to construct these 
Slater determinants can, in general, be chosen fro:p:1. another set 
[r~, r~. r;,·, .• r~M}; 2M' ~ N. ( 4. 6) 
The formalism is presented for the general case where the two sets of 
orthonormal orbitals used to const:t;"uct the wave functions for the two 
states have no particu.lar orthonormality relations between them~ In 
the numerical res.ults presented in the next chapter, both states, in 
fact, were constructed frq;rn the same set of orbitals. In general, 
Jri*(x) r.(x)dx:;:; 6 .. ; i,j:;:; 1, 4, ... , 2M, J lJ 
Jr.' *(x) r: (x) dx:;:; Q .. 1 J lJ 
J * I r. (x) r. (x) dx = s .. 
1 . J . lJ 
i, j :;:; 1, Z, •. , , 2M ' , _ 
i=l,2, .•. ,2M 




These molecular spin orbitalfl can themselves be expanded in terms of 
a basis set. We ha":e chosen, for simplicity in calculations, the 




~ ~ b .. e .(x) 
4 Jl J 
j 
(4. 8a) 
~here 9. (x) is the atomic spin orbital made up of a spatial Gaussian 
J 
-> 






= 0.(r,11') =x.(r) ,._ (11') r ';, J ·m ';, 
s 
A Gaussian functton at x A' y A' z A Cc\.P. be written as 
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(4, Sb) 
( 4. Be) 
where 'T1 is a normalization factor and n , n , n characterizes the S, 
x y z 
P, D, F, , .. orbitals. For spherically symmetric orbitals (i, e., the 
S~orbitals), n , n , n are all zero~ Our calculations are done with 
x y z 
floating spherical Gaussian orbitals suggested by Frost ( 18), but our 
programs are general for other orbitals (arbitrary n , n , n ) also. 
x y z 





- ~b.'. e~(x) 
j Jl J 
e~(x)=x~(r'),._ (';) 
J J m s 
(4. 9a) 
(4. 9b) 
With the above background we proceed to calculate the matrix elements, 
namely 








= x, ...Q.... 0 ..Q_ y' z, ox ' ~' oz 
The evaluation of 
< If r I oj I If i > 
::; !: !: c ,ri:< ci < t.' 1oj I t.T;;;. 
L,K L K L K 
require$ evaluation of 
(Oj} 6K(x1 ~ ••• xN) J 
= [ J dx1 ••• J dxN { r ;1 >\x1 ) r ;:\x::a). . , r ~: (xN)} • 
( 4, 12) 
sincecfl(i is self-,adjoint and commutes with Oj. 
Now, by the group theory 
1 °p 1 cr P 1 
;:: .....--...- E (-1) P · - I; (-1) P' 
ff! p '/NI P' 
1 crp O'p' 
::: - E E (-1) ( .. 1) PP' 
W. p P' 
(J 
E (-1) pp 
p 
the matrix elemen~ in ;Equation (4. 12) is 
Now 
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isasumofN! terms. Th.us,< ti~IOjltiK> c;an,bewd~tenas su;rnof 
N determinanta. That is, 
N ;:: l ( 4. 13) 
p =l 
where the determinant 
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5.e k s k P• $ 1 1 "1 2 J,l kN 
stzk s A, k ••• 
s 
• J2kN • 1 • 2 2 
DLK = . . ,i, j . . I ... p th (4. 14) p TJ TJ row 
• Jpkl Jpk2 Ii kN 
I 
• p I . I 
s ;,tk J JNkl NN 
or 
• < A~ I oj I AK> 
Tj 
, . "1 k;l 
Tj 
A,lkZ 
. ' . Tj 
t1 kN 
= s s " ' ' s • "2k1 tzkz ~ tzkN 




s s s .. 
"1 kl L1k2 







. , ' Tj 
• J2kN + .... 
, 
s • s 
JNkl .tNkN j 
s s s 
" k ' .elk2 tlkN 1 l 









s .t.k = < r ~- l r k > 
l p l p 
= < r' 1oj Ir > 
J,. l k 
l p 




( 4. 1 7) 
Now, expanding the molecular spin orbitals, r, in terms of Gaussian 
basis orbitals ac·cording to Equations (4. 8) and (4. 9), we find 
s k = < r I (x) Irk (x) > = < ~ b I et' (x) I Eb k e (x) > 
J,. J,. t tJ,. q q 1p 1 p 1 q p 
-·~ 
- E E b ',, b k o < xt I xq > 
t t..e.. q p m 'm q l s s 
(4. 18) 
Similarly, 
·- EEbt'* bk om'm <xt10I1xq> 
t q . .ei q j s s 
The possibilities of s~ different Oj operators is already mentioned. 
Thus, including these six, along with the overlap matrix element 
Equc1.tion (4. 18), we have seven types of one electron integrals to cal-
culate. These calculations are shown below. 
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Let us evaluate, for example, < 'X.A I oj lxB > for velocity opera, 
tor where 
J ...... ol' a" o"' 
0 = '\i'j ~ -x+- y + ........... z ox c,y oz 
where x, y, z are the unit vectors along x, y, z axes of coordinate 
system, Let us look at one of the components in particular, say.£.. oX 
(4, 20) 
wh(:lre x.~ is centered on (xA, y A' zA). The numbers (nAx' nAy' nAz) 
determine whether it is S, P, D . , • orbital and o: A is a positive quan-










( 4. 22) 
ds - dx 
x 
and similarly . 
and 
-0' (z-z )1 -o.,B(z-zB) 2 A A 
e • e 
Furthermore, we can rewrite (x-x A) as 
where 









The integral in Equation (4. 20) clearly factors into the prod1;1,Gt of three 




11. Ay \J11. By -a,~:a -11. 2 
Jd~ ( ~ - "/!:-- ) ( ~ +-,.,L) e Y , e x 
y y \)"/ Ci y ..J7; 
-(11.:a +A.a+ fl.a) 
= [ e x y z I (nA , PB ) • I (nA , iiB ) · 
z z z y y y 
(4. 25) 
Let us evaluatE; I from Equation (4 1 25) 
z . 
-Cl! S a 
z -J . e 
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(.rt + n - J, ~ m - 1) ! ! 
Az. Bz ··----~-----j n + n - 1, (ZCI') Az Bz - m 




Thus, I (nA , nB ) can be evaluated by Equation (4. 26). Similarly, 
z z z 
I (n Ao' nB ), I (nA , nB ) can also be evaluated, x ~ . x y y y 
When O = "• the matrix element for length operator is 
= T) AT) B [I (nA , nB ) + (nA , nB ) I (nA , nB + 1) y y y z .z z x x x 
+ xB I (nA , n.8 ) I (nA , nB ) I (nA , nB )] y . y . y z z z x x x 





and a; can also be calculated, These matrix elements are then 
evaluated over the symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals and subse-
q.uently over the Slater determi~ants and finally over the total wave 
functions. 
In our numerical calculations the "WAVE- FUNCTXON" and 
"TRANPROB" together complete the entire calculation reqqired for the 
determination of the ''Transition Probability". The "WAVE-FUNCTION" 
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part of the program provides the expansion coefficients, b' s, required 
in the atomic expansion of the molecular orbitals and the expansion 
coefficients, C's, required in the determinantal expansion of the wave 
functions and the energies of 1A1 , 1B1 , 3B1 •• , states. Then 
"TRANPROB II calculates the electric-dipole oscillator strength using 
SR, Sv' and D. E, the energy difference between the states 1A1 and 1B1 • 
The "TRANPROB" is given in Appendix B; since the "WAVE·· 
FUNCTION" program is undergoing improvements, it is not included 
here. 
CHAPTER V 
R:e:;SULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
These initial transition probability calculations have been done ta 
test the accuracy of the wave functions by comparing the results for 
calculated oscillator strengths with other calculations of the oscillator 
strength. There .are two equivalE;lnt dipole matrix elements SR, S'v 
which would yield identical results, for vertical transition probability, if 
the electronic wave functions used are exact. From these results the 
accuracy in the wave functions, in the region where the respective 
operators, R and 'ii are sensitive, cap. be inferred, A large discrepancy 
in our results with SR anc;l S has been observed since the proper cor-
r:/ 
relation effects have not been included in these initial calculations, 
Our results are limited to the lA1 ... 1 B 1 electronic transition 
moments at the experimental equilibrium geometry of the ground elec-
tronic state. We have calculated the oscillator strength using 
a) experimental energy difference obtained from the electronic 
spectrum; 
b) theoretical energy difference obtained by diagonalizing the 
Hamiltonian in CI calculations. 
There have been other explorations of the electronic states of H2o, 
notably the one by Taylor and Segq,l (19), A summary of their results 
obtained by INDO calc\llations au.~mentecl by eJ1:perimental data is g\ven 
in Table I. This gives the equilibrium geometry of each electronic 
state. They have also computed the oscillator strength for vertical 
electronic transition in the equilibl:'iu,m geometry. 
We, in 01,1r calculations, have used the floating spherical Ga.us-
sian orbitals as basis !unctions, The two sets of calculations were 
performed with 1) eight basis function~ a;nd 2) ten basis functions. 
These basis functions are given in Table II anc;l Table II, re spectiyely. 
The resulting spatial MO are expanded as ~ = I: b. )(,.. The 
µ. 1µ. l 
spatial orbitals c\,re listed in the Table IV for the eight-basis functions 
and in Table V for the ten-basis functions. The molec1,1lar orbitals are 
listed according to their HF energy (in increasing order), The orbi., 
tals exhibit the ground state symmetry, c 2V, for the water molecule 
and the first five in both the states are energy ordered such that 
el <e <elb <e <elb 
al 2al 2 3al 1 
Since the atomic grou,nd state a:i;:td the excited states are represented 
by the same Gaussian functions, the expansion coefficients for the 
ground (molecular) state and for the excited states are the same, i.e., 
b. = b.' . 
1µ. 1µ, 
T~e Slater determinants to be used in CI calculations are con-













RESUL':t'S OBTAINED BY INDO 
CALCULATIONS FOR WATl1:R 
MOLECULE (19) 
Vale;n~e M 0 
C o.n,figur at ion 
2 2 
3a1 1 b 1 
2 3a1 1b14a1 
2 
3a1 1 b 1 Zb2 
2 
















































SPHERICAL GAUSSIAN ATOMIC ORBITAL :13ASIS 
[G:ROUND STATE EQUlLlBRIUM OEOMETRY 
. (2 )] FOR EIGHT ORBIT .A.LS* . 
Ct x y z 
17.361084 o. 0 o.o 0.000~00 
0.300000 o.o 0.0 -0.400000 
0,600000 0,0 0, 285200 0.222800 
0.600000 o.o -0.285200 0.222800 
0.500000 o. 0 0.570400 0,445600 
0.500000 o. 0 -0.$70400 0,445600 
0.564470 o. 100000 of o 0.022000 
0.564470 ,.. o. 100000 o. 0 0.022000 
~<The atomic orbital bases fqr the ground state and the exdted 













SPHERICAL GAUSSIAN A'rOM~C ORBITAL l3ASIS 
[ GROUND ST ATE EQUILtBRIUM GEOMETRY 
(2)] FOR TEN ORBITALS* 
Ci x y z 
17.361099 o. 0 0, 0 0,000500 
3.500000 0.0 o. 0 -0, 100000 
0.574490 0.0 0.399000 0.376000 
0.574490 o. 0 -0.399000 0.376000 
0.500000 o, 0 0.570400 0.445600 
0.500000 o. 0 -0.570400 0.445600 
0.564470 o. 100000 o.o 0.022000 
0.564470 .,. o. l 00000 o. 0 0.022000 
0,400000 o.o 0.855600 0.668400 
0.400000 o. 0 -0.855600 0.668400 
*The atomic orbital bases for the ground state and the excited 
states are identical.. 
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9i l ~2 
x 1 0.935957 -0.289889 
x2 -0.008782 0.161394 
x3 0.484432 0 .097485 
x4 0.484423 0.097't85 
X5 
-o. 280033 0.31066 3 
x6 -0 .280027 0,3106b::l 
x7 -0.147785 0.053492 
Xg -0,147786 0.053492 
TABLE IV 
THE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS, b'S FOR 
EIGHT-ORBITAL BASIS 
9i 3 9i 4 ~5 ~6 
o.o -0.090823 o.o 0. 254306 
o.o 0.423454 o.o 3.019263 
-n,635784 -1.601466 o.o 2.%2797 
o. 635784 -1.601480 o.o 2.962036 
-0.981838 -0.75364(.\ o.o -0.610147 
0,981838 -0. 753632 o. () -0,!>l)'Hl 3 
o.o ? ,108002 -6.673815 -3. 767438 





















~ l ~2 
x 1 0.790090 -0.246714 
Xz 0.291364 -o. 111406 
X3 0.103207 0.640105 
X4 0.103207 0.640105 
X5 -o. 076750 -0.994611 
x6 -0.076750 -o .994611 
X7 
-0.037591 0.390076 






THE. EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS, b 'S FOR 
TEN-ORBITAL BASIS 
~3 ~4 Ws is ~7 ~a 
o.o -o. 110393 o.o O. lOP55 0 .o 0.192821 
o.o 0.050349 0 .o 0 .073865 o.o 0.272419 
-6.090241 -4.229549 o.o -0.665725 -s. 394416 -11.559936 
6.Qgl)24l -4.22'}549 o.o -0.665725 5 • 39 4416 -11.559936 
b.179340 4.053670 0 .o -3.323939 11. 225-254 18. 64544 7 
-6.179340 4.053679 o.o -3.323939 -11.225254 l8.6454lt7 
o.o 1. 627406 -6 .673815 1.21~110 0 .o -0.835043 
o.o l.627406 6 .& 73815- 1.216110 o.o -0.835043 
-2.308533 -1.582271 o.o 2.978290 -5 .6&5077 -6 .517885 
2. 30853.3 -1. 582271 o.o 2.978290 5 .665077 -b .517885 
l9 ! 10 
0 .o -1.043598 
o.o l.868Q7? 
-32.734161 -4.582755 
32. 734161 -4. 582755 
36.920151 7.32851t7 
-H,.920151 7.328547 
o.o -o. 906&94 
o. 0 -O.CJ0669ft 
-9.484904 -2.257087 




µ, + 1 
r i (r) 0t (~) odd lrL: 
,..., - µ, :::; !Ji µ, "" 2 ,...., 
-+ 
µ. ,...., 
r = i (r)~(~) even µ,: µ, = -µ. µ, ,..,, 2 ,...., 
In the first set with eight spatial orbitals the restrkted determinantal 
basis is constructed from the 16 spin orbitals. 
61 = A[ r 1 r ;a r 3 r.., r 5 r a r 7 rs rs f10J 
62 = at[ fl r 2 r 3 f 4 r 5 f 8 f 7 r a fl::! rl4] 
6::! = A[ r 1 r a r ::! r 4 r 5 r a r., r a r 15 r is J 
64 = J,[ fl r a f 3 f 4 r 5 f 8 r ? f S r is r 1eJ 
65 = a-t[ r l fa r ~ r 4 f 5 fa r 7 r a f :1,4 f 15] 
6e = ~[rl r2 r.'11 r 4 rs ra r., re re f12J 
87 = ~[ r 1 r a r .'11 r 4 rs re r 7 re r 10 r 11 J 
The wave functions for the varic:iu,s electronic state~ of the syst~m are 
The expansion coefficients, C's, for the 1 Al' 1 B1, and 3 }3 1 are given 
in Table VI. 
In the sec;:ond set with ten spatial orbitals, the determinantal 
basis from 20 spin orbitals is, 
61 :::; /1., [rl fa r:3 r 4 rs re r., re re r10J 
6a = aA[rl fa f3 f 4 fe re f7 fa f11 riaJ 
6 ,'3 = ~[rl r2 rl:i r 4 rs re re r10 ru r12J 










THE C::I EXPANSION COEFFIC:(ENTS~ C'S~ FOR THE 
1A~, 1Bi AND 3 B1 STA 'rES IN THE SEVEN., 
DETERMINANT AL BASIS SET 
lA 1 3 
1 Bl Bl 
0.999924 0.0 0,0 
-0.009678 0.0 o. 0 
-0,007596 o. 0 0.0 
-0.000000 0.0 0.0 
0.000000 0,0 o.o 
0.0 0.707l07 -0.707107 
o.o 0.707107 0.707107 
63 
64 
65 = .A[r1 ra r5 re r, re rs r10 ru r~] 
61 = Jl, [ f l r a r a r 4 r 5 I" e I" 1 f 8 r; r 11 ] 
ti, :: e/fo [ r 1 r a r :; r 4 r 5 r e f 7 r a f 10 r 15 ] 
ti, = ,ll,[ r l r a r .-.- f 4 r 5 f e f? f e f 9 f la] 
69 = ~[ f 1 f 2 f:; f 4 f 5 f e r 7 f e f 10 f 11] 
The wave f1.mctions for the various electronic state 13 of the system are 
9 
'±'n -- I cn 6 r 
I=l 
The expansion coefficients, C's, for the 1 A1 , 1 Bl' and 13 B 1 are given 
in Tab le VII. 
The results of our transitic;>n probability, given by the formulae 
N 
f v' - t (E f - E)-1 I< 'r'f I I ~ j I 'If i> 12 
j=l 
(where f = oscillator strength), are reported in Table VIII. 
Our oscillator strength. calculations with the length operator give 
fairly good agreement while those c;a~culated with the velocity operator 
are in poor agreement with the re:;;ults of Taylor and Segal (oscillator 
strength equal to 0, 02) and with the results of Miller et al. (21) given 
in Table IX. These later calculations were done with Hartree-Fock 
orbitals initially beginning with Slater type basis. The disc;:repancies 












THE CI EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS, C'S, FOR THE 
1 A1 , :i,.B 1 , 3 B 1 ST A TES IN THE NINE-





0.998627 0,0 o. 0 
-00018025 o. 0 o. 0 
-0.034514 0,0 0, 0 
-0.028088 o. 0 o.o 
-01020939 o.o o.o 
o.o -0.053838 0.039556 
0, 0 0.042462 0,051044 
0,0 0.705972 -0.705127 
o~o 0.704912 0,706134 
'rABLE VIII 
RESl,JLTS OF OSCILL.A'l'OR STRENGTH CALCULATIONS 
FOR THE 1A1 -+ 1Bi TRANSITION IN WATER 
No. of (Ef ., E .) f f . l 
















OSCILLATOR STRENGTH CALCULATED FOR THE 
1A1 -+ 1B1 TRANSITION IN H20 (21)),~ 
Bas is Set f f 
R 'il 
0:6, 4 IH:4 0,022 o. 050 
0: 12, 6, l I H:5, 2 0.032 0,0623 
66 
*The notation 0:12, 6, 1, for example, means there are twelve 




the Gaussian orbitals behaving a13 (e-r ·) while the molecular orbitals 
-.r 
behave as (e · ), Even though the Gaussian functions may behave 
pretty accurately at larger distances it is not true for their derivatives 
a 
because the derivatives of Gaussian orbitals depend upon (re -r ) while 
-r 
tho$e of molecular orbitals depend only upon (e ), The improvement 
in the results c,;1.n be made by increasing 
1) the number of atomic orbitals, 
2) the number of Slater determinants in the CI cakuJations, 
and 
3) by doing another Cl calculation to determine the excited 
state, 
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APPENDIX A 
WAVE-MECHANICAL FORMULATION OF 
THE FRANl<-CONOON PRINCIPLE 
The "elec::tronic oscillator strength" is ~ somewhat artiHc;ial con-
cept in that the initi~l and final state of the molecule should be 
specified by nuclear vibration- rotc;1.tion .. as well as electronic - quaptum 
numbel;'s. The general time ev<;>luti,on theory foliows the same outline 




Here, M and Z e are the mass and charge 9£ Nucleus µ., In principle 
µ, µ, 
'Yi and 'i'f are the exact eigenstates of the totaJ molecular Hamiltonian 
which includes the electronic and ;nuclear, k'tnetic and potential energy 
operators as well as the coupling ~etween them. Notationwise 
and 
71 
are the configuration space coordinates of the nuclei and electrons, In 
practice we invoke the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and write 
1¥. ~ ~ A(x;X) V (X) 
1 /Ci v; t (A. 2a) 
and 
'ff .... ~ ,(x;X) V , A ,(X) . - l, \) ;x, . (A. 2b) 
Here, for example, ~ l,(x, X) is the electronic w;3.ve function - parame-
th 
terized by the nuclear configuration - and V A(X) is the v nuclear 
\); /Ci 
vibration-rota,.tion state in electronic state l,. Since we want to con-
sider transitions involving electronic excitation J, :f. J, ', the 
orthogonality of the electronic wave functions 
(A, 3) 
.. 




The expression in braces 
-+ 
-er 
0, (X) = ldx ~*,(x,X) \ - .. -.-i 91 (x,X) (A.5) 
1, 1, J 1, L m 1, 
is what we call the "electronic transition moment". Clearly this vec-
tor quantity depends upon the configuration space co9rdinates of the 
nuclei. To carry through the calculation in the spirit of the Born-
... 
Oppenheimer Approximation requires knowing O 1 (X) over all nuclear 
J, l, 
72 
collfiguration space and, then computing the integral Eq,1.;1.ation (A. 4) ae 
in trani,ition l:,etween vibrati9ni:Ll states V ar,i.d V , , • 
'V ;J, \) ; " 
We shall be concerned witl). finding O , (X) for a single point in 
/, 1, 
nuclear configuration space, X , the equilibrium configuration of the 
e 
ground electronic state of the molecule. Using further approximations 
one can arrive at an idea of the band-averaged electronic oscillator 
strength by evaluating 
(A. 6) 
.. 
Here, U A(X ) and U ,(X ) are the electronic Born-Oppenheimer ener-
lCJ e J; e 
gie s at X • The bano.-average is es sentia,lly an average over the final 
e 
vibrational states i;n which we replace (E , E , ,) by [U (X ) 
£\J ;,, \J . ;, e 
- U J,, (Xe)] and ignore any dependence of the electronic transition 
moment upon the nuclec;1.r configuration coordinates, That is, defining 
the band average 
:::: [23· !: (E -E , ,)· Jdx v:\ ,(X)OAA,(X) v . , 
\) I j,\) J, \) /f.l.) \) ICJICJ \).) l, 
{ Jdx' v>:,, ,(X ') o ,(X') v (X')}*J \)./, J,J, \)~ (A. 7) 
.? .) 
We approximate this by 
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[! Z,[uA(x.) ... uA,(x )]JdX'. v* (X) v ,A,(X) · 
\) x, e If; e vJ, \J•lf; , J 
I * .... J dX I v . . (X I) v I I (XI) I b I (X ) 12 \)•l, \)•l, J, J, e 
J ) . 
::::: 23 [u A(Xe) ,. u ,(X )] Io ,(X ) I :a Jdx v* (X) v (X) x, J, · e · J,J, e \)1, \JJ, 
:: 23 [U (X ) - u I (X )] I () I (X ) 12 
J,e t e U, e 
(A. 8) 
Here, we have l.l.sed the completeness of the vibrational states [V \J';J,'}, 
whence, 
:: Jdx v* (X) Jdx' 8(X - X') V (X') 
\); J, . \), J, 
= Jdx v* (X) v (X) :: 1 
\); J, \); J, 
(A. 9) 
Less drastic approximations along these same lines lead to the 
Frank-Condon principle and the oscillator. strength for a given vertical 
traneition within the Born.Oppenheimer scheme ai;; 
f :::: ~ [E - E ·, ,] I Jdx v*, ,(x) O(x) V (x) I 8 
IN-+ A/ \J ' 3 J, V J, \J \J • J, \JJ 
.) .) . 
~ ~ [E ... E , ,]lo;, ,(x )I :a !JdxV*, ,(X)V (X)I 2 
1,\) J, \) . . J, e \)ji, \JJ 
(A. 10) 
Here, the 11vibration overlap in;t:egraLs 1 ' 





are the so-called Fran}{-Con.don factors, tables ot which have been 
compiled by several authors for various forms of the vibrational 
wave functions. The point to be made here is simply that the electronic 
... 
transition moments at Xe, 0 .t.t'(Xe), which we have evaluated, are also 
a necessary ingredient in thi$ approximation. There are, of course, 
other refinements of the theory intermediate between Equation (A. 4) 
and Equation (A, 10). The natural direction for continuing the work 
begun in this thesis lies in including the proper vibrational treatment. 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF 
TRANSITION PROBABILITY 
~-·· 













lSN QC 14 
151' OC15 
!St. )OU, 
ISN JO 17 




























I Sr. CC46 











Ol MEfl,Si GI\ !<.'" (10 I 
UIMtNS!ON CHAkldOI 
CGHH[N /uNo/ OVLP(~0.301,0P~(J,j,JQ,]01 
CUMMON /ORB/ NACRol,I\AGRB2,NHOR81,NMOR82 
CuHHON /oT/ oli,l0,101,TAO~ATl7,l0,101 
COMMOt. /UPkA/ MLLl2),X.UP1,,,_UP.2,MOELTA 
CG,'IHON /ALX/ Sf Ai; 1201 ,DFAC(201 ,CGEF lZO ,20) 
COMMUN /TPl/ lOEBUG,IPRINT 
CUMMOt. / liUC.l<At,/ 1 BUGAA, HUGCi;, l OU Gww r IIJU Gl, i<>UG2, IBUG3, !BUG4, I b UL; 5 
O l MEN!>I ON MXI ;,:., 101 , HYI 2, 101 , HZ( 2 ,10 I , SET A 12 ,10 I ,X 12 1 10 I, Y (2, 13 I, 
1 LU.,101,:.uN(lOI ,ANSUI 101,A"!>MI 101,ANSPI 101 
DATA l<;,l/oH Bill ,SH B(21 r!IH 8131 ,SH 6(41 ,'BH B(51 r dH 
l t>( o) , dH tl( 71 , 8H t>I 61 ,dH tl( 91 ,SH tlllOI I 
Pl=3.l4l:,9,27(;Q 
S11Pl=U:>wR T( Pl) 
REAUl5,lOIIDBUGA,lPklNT 
READ15,10)IC8UGB,IDBUGC 
kEAD(5,101 lOE8U(, 1 lPRl~T 
READ15,101 IBUGAA,ISUGCC 
REA015,101 ldUGww,lBUGl 
KEAU( 5, 101 113uG2rlt!UG3 
READ15, 10 I loUG4, 1BUG5 
REA015,101 KCP1,KOP2 
10 FURNA Tl 2131 
00 14 !STATE= 1,2 
REA0(5,1051 IGHARII 1,1= l ,~01 
WR IT El o, 9991 
WRITE(b,1101 (ChARlll,1 = 1,801 
REA0(5,101 NAORt!,NHURb 
GO TO 11,21,ISTATE 
NA ORIH=NAUR tl 
NMORB l= NHOR& 




00 5 1=1,NAGKtl 
5 READ(5,201MXIISTATEc,ll,MYIISTATE,11,follllSTATE,ll, 
lbETAI ISTATE,11.XI IS TATE, 11,l'llSTATE, 11,Zl lSTATE, 11 
,C FURMATI 3ll0,41Jl0.bl 
DU ii HU= l,NMURt> 
OL 8 I = l,fl,ALRB 
8 REAU(5,~0I tlllSTATt,1 1 MUI 
HUDWN = l 
MUUP = 4 
11 lFIHUUP.GT.NHGRBJ MUUP = ~HCRH 
WRlTE(o,1151 (x.~(HUl,HU•HUDwN,~UUPI 
UO 13 l = 1,fl,ACRB 
l:> "RJT!:16, l.<OH ,BETA( 1 STATt ,11 ,Xl I STA TE ,11 ,Y ( I STATE,! I ,Z 115TATE, 11, 
lMAllSTATE,ll,HY(lSTATE,Il,MZIISTATE,ll,181!STATt,1,MUl,MU=MUDwN,MU 
lUPI 
IFIHUUf',E1.t.,'lML..Rtll GU TO 14 














ISi'< OOc 5 
!St>, 0066 











I SN OC78 







I SN 0087 
rsN ocsa 
!SN 0089 
I SN OC9l 
!SN OC92 
!SN 0093 












!SN C 107 
ISN O 109 




!SN O 114 
ISN 0115 
lSN 0116 
HUUP = MUO .. N+3 
GO TO l1 
14 CONT lNUE 
00 15 l=l,NAORBl 
NAX=HXI 1,11 




.£A=Zll, I l 
AALPHA=SETAI 1,U 
00 15 J=l,NAOR82 
NBX=HXl2 ,JI 










1Fll6UGl.NE.ICEBUGl GU TO l9 
wil. I.TEI b ,4UALPHA,NX ,NY ,Nl 
41 FORHATI lHO, lOX, 5HALPHA, lOX, 2HNX, lOX, 2HN Y, 10X,2HNZ /5X,Fl O. b ,4112/l 
29 CONTINUE 
AMUL T:u Sl.iR Tl AALPHA*BALPHA/ALPHAI 
X LAMDA=AHJLT *IXA-XSI 
YLAHOA=A~ULT*IYA-YSI 
ll AHuA= AMUL T*( ZA-Z8 l 
TkC=2 .ODO 
GAHHA=OSwRTIAALPHA/tlALPHAI 
lfl18UG2.NE.IDEBUGI GO TO 31 
wRITE(o,30)XLAHDA,YLAHDA,ZLAHCA 
30 FDRHA Tl //20X, 6H XLAHOA ,lOX ,bHYLAHOA,lOX,oHZLAHDA /lOX 1 3 fl& ob I 
31 CONTINUE 
EX=DEXP(-IXLAMDA**2+YLAHCA**2+lLAHCA**211 
IFI IBUG3.NE .IDEBUGI GO TG 32 
INR IT E 16 ,40 I AMULT, GAHHA, Ell 
40 FORMAT(//20X,5HAHULT,10X 1 5HGAHHA,l3X,2HEX /lOX,3flb.ol 
n CONTINUE 
AOl'ICH = I 14 .OCO*AALPt;Al**INAX+NAY+NAZ+ll I *DS.IRTI 2.000*AALPHAI 
AN = 2. OOO*Pl*SQPl*OFAC(2*NAX+l l*DfAC 12*NAY+ll*OFACl2*NAZ+l l/AONOM 
AN = CSl.iRTIANI 
BONOM = I 14 .OOO*BALPt..Al**INilX+NBY+NBZ+ll l*DSQRTI 2.0UO*GALl'HAI 
SN = 2, Oi.lO*Pl*SQPl*UFACl2*NilX+ll*OFACl2*NtlY+ll*DFACl.2*NBl+l l/80NOM 
BN = DS1,1RT( l:IN I 
Al:INORH=Jlh*BN 





DO 25 K=l ,3 
SUN(K I= O.ODO 






ISN O 117 

















ISN O 135 
I SN OlJb 
!SN 0138 
!St, 0139 




ISN O 144 
ISN 0145 
ISN 0146 
ISN O 147 
!SN 0148 
ISN 0149 







































(;ALL SUMIT l NA,NBlll, GAIIMA, ALAHUA, ANSI 
ANSH(Kl =ANS 













8 2=DSQR T t ALPHA** hYI 
83=USQKTIALPHA**NZI 
d,. = 8l*ALPHA 
85 = d2*ALPHA 
86 = 83*ALPHA 
Cl= EX*ANSOt2l*ANSOt31/l82*B3*ALPHAI 
C2 = l:X*AN~llJ*ANSOl31/l8l*B3*ALPHAI 
C3 = EX*ANSOlll*ANSOt2Jll8l*B2*ALPHA) 
Ol=(AkSMlll*BNX/BlJ-lTIIO*t!'LPHA*ANSPI l l/ 1!,_l 
02=1ANSlll2l*BNY/82)-(TiiO*BALPHA*ANSPl2l/851 
D3=lA"'5Mt31*6lill831-ITWO*BALPHA*ANSPt 31 /861 
EO=OS'1RTCALPHA**INX+IIY+NZO JI 
TAoJHA Tl l, I, J l=EX*ANSOI lJ *ANSO( 2 I *ANSOl3 I /I AllNOkM* EO I 
TA01ATl2,l,Jl=X8*TAOMATC1,I,JJ+Cl*ANSPl11/IA8NJRH*B41 
TA ONA Tl 3,1, JI =YB*TACl!Alll ,1 ,JJ+C2*Ai',S P 12 J/ IABNORH*B5 l 
TAOIIATl,.,I,Jl=ZB*TAOMATll,1,Jl+C3*ANSPl3l/(ABNORH*Bbl 
TAOMATC5,1,JJ=Cl*Ol/A8hC~M 
TAOHA Tl 6 ,I, JI zC2*02IA8NOPI! 
TAOHAT17,1,Jl~C3*D3/ABNORH 
IFIIPRlhT.E~.01 GO TG 15 
00 ;5 K=l, 7 
•RITEt6,70JK,1,J,TAUMATCK,l,JI 
70 FORMAT(/ .2x •' TACMA Tl', 12 •' •' ,12 •' •• , 12, ') = •, f lb ,b, II 
35 CONTINUE 
15 COhllkU E 
CALL EXHAT 
90 FOkMATlf-16.61 
105 FORMATl80Al I 
110 FORMA Tl //,80Al,// II 




lNl 1 ,'t(3X,A8,4XI ,Ill 
!SN 0177 
I SN 0178 
!SN 017~ 
!SN OHIO 
lZO FURHAT( lX, 13, lX, 4( l X,FS.4, lx) ,3( lX, 1 ;1,l XI ,4( 2X,Fl 1. o,2 XI I 
999 FOl<MATUHl I 
RETliRl-l 
ENO 
*OPHOIIS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,CPT=02,LlNECNT=oO,SllE=OOOOK, 
*OPT!Ot.S IN EFFECT* SOlRCE,EBCOIC,NOLIST,t.COECK,LOAO,NOMAP,NOEDlT,lD,1-lOXREF 
*SH11STICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS= 179 , PROGRAM SIZE = 7070 
*STATISTICS* NO OlAGNOSllCS GENERATED 




LEVE!. 2l ,b I MAY 72 I Ll:i/3b0 FUtl. TRAN H 














ISN JO 15 
I SN 0011, 
fsr, oo 11 














SUlli<CUT ll'IE AUl<CLlE 
IMPUC.l T f<EAL*lllA-ti,G-ZI 
C.U<'IMDN /AUX/ SFAC(201,DFACI 201,CUEF ( 20,201 
SFJlClll = l,OD'l 
OFACI U = 1,000 
DO 210 I=l,ll 
210 SFAC.ll•U=l•SFAC.111 
DO 220 1=2,11,2 
A=l-1 
DF AC( if-11 =A*OFAC( 1-11 
OFAC.I 11=0,0 
2.20 CUt.TINUE 
COEf- l 1, ll = l, ouo 
I= 2, 11 




COEH 1, ll 
IJU 2j0 
lf-11 ,Elol, 
lfl I ,LT, 
J=2,ll 
JI GO TO 231 
JI &U TO 232 
HIJ= 1-J +l 
CCEfll,Jl=SfAC.lll/lSFJlCIJl*SfAC.IIMJII 
GU TO 233 
231 C.OE-f l 1, J l=l ,0 CO 
GO TO 233 
232 CUEFI i,J 1=0,000 
233 CUlliT lf>i.l E 
230 CONTINUE 




*CFlIC.~S IN EFFECT* S iJUH.CE,E t!Uil C,NOL IST, NO DECK, LOAD ,:>iOMAP ,NOEOI T ,1 D, NOXKEF 
*SlATI STIC S* SOURCE ~TATEMENTS = 31 ,PROGRAM SIZE= 71>6 
•STtTISTICS• NO CIAGNOSTICS uENERATED 




lEHL d.b ( l',AY 72. l US/3b0 fURTKAN H 
CUMP!LtR UPTluNS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LlNECNT=bO,SllE=OOOOK, 













lSN 00 16 
!SN 0017 
!SN 0018 











ISN 00 32 
lSf\ '.JO.B 
ISN 0034 
ISN 00 35 
*OPHOI\S IN EFFECT* 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* 
SOUKCI:, Et!CD IC ,NULI ST ,NuOECK,LOAD ,NO MAP, MJEDIT, ID, NOXKEf 
SUt1kOUTINE SUMITINA,Ntl,~AMMA,ALAMOA,ANSI 
IMPLICIT KcAL*8(A-H,C-ll 
COMMON ./AUX/ SFAC(20l,DFAC(20l,CUEFl20,201 
ONEM=-1 .OUO 
SUM=O.ODO 
P l=.:1.141!>92 700 
EPS=0.0000011)(1 





IF IDAtiS(ALAMOAI .LE. EPSI GC TU 11 
00 15 iJ= l,NA l 
I= 1 J-l 
lFINB .LT. Ol GO TO 12 















NAME= MAIN, OPT=02, L ll',ECNT=60,S llE=OOOOK, 
SOUl.CE,EBCOIC,NOLIST,NOOECK,LOAO,NUMAP,NOEDIT,ID,NOXREF 
*SUlISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS= 34 ,PROGRAII SILE = llOb 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS ~ENERATED 




LEVEL 21.6 I MAY 72 I CS/3o0 FORTRAN H 
lSN 000 2 






1 Si'. COC9 











lSN OC 21 
lSl'i 0022 











I SN CC34 
ISN 00 35 
!Sf'. 0036 
ISi'. CC3b 











I SN 0050 
lSN JC51 
ClMPlLER CPT!CNS - NAME= MAlN,UPT=02,LlN~CNT=60,SllE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE,EBCDIC,hCLlST,NUGECK,LOAO,NOMAP,NUEOIT,lD,NOXREf 
SU81<UUT !NE EXMA T 
lM~LICIT KEAL*81A-H,0-LI 
COMMON /LJkH/ NADK,H ,lliAOKB2, ll,~,LK8l ,NMuRo.e 
COMMON /BT/ Bt2,10,1Cl,TAOMATl7,1D,101 
CCHHGh /ONB/ CVLPl30,301,Cl'W13,3,30,301 
COMMUN /TP 1/ lOEBlJG ,1 PR! r.T 
(;Ol'IHON I oU(,HAI-;/ ldUGAA, 1 euGCC, 1 8U(, .. W, 11:lUG l, Its UG2, HI uu:, ,18 UG4 ,l 8UG5 
00 20 HlJ=l,hHGRBl 








UO 10 l=l,1'.AC1<ul 
UU 10 J= 1,NAUkBZ 
SUMl=SUHlHHl, l,HUl*B12,J,NUl*TA1..H-,ATI 1, !,JI 
SUHl=SUH2+Bll,I,HUl*B(2,J,NUl*TACMAT(2,l,JI 
SUH3=SuM,i-l:ll l, I ,HU I *ill 2, J ,NUI *TAOMA Tl.:;, 1 ,JI 
SUH4=SUM4t-8(l, l ,HUl*l:i 12, J,lliU l*T AUMAT 14, 1, JI 
SUll-5=SUM5+BI l,1,MUl*Bl2,J,NUl*TAOM"TI 5, I ,JI 
SUH6=SUMb+l:l I l, l ,MU 1*812, J ,NUl*T AUMA Tl 6, l ,JI 
SUM7=SUH7+dll,1,HUl*B12,J,NUl*TAOHATl7,I,Jl 
10 CONT lNUE 
CVLPIHU,NUl=SUMl 
OP"( 1, 1, HU, NI.ii.= SUM2 
OP•ll,2,MU,NU)=SUH3 
CPWtl,3,HU,NUl=SU/44 
OP .. 12,l,HU,NUl=SUH5 
OP•l2,2,HU,NUl=SUH6 
OP .. t.c. ,3 ,MU ,NUI =!:.UH7 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(IPklNT.Ew.01 GU TO 998 
ioRl TE 16 ,9991 
00 65 J=l,NMLR82 
Ou 65 l=l,NHGRBl 
wRlTEl6,l001 1,J,OIILPil,J) 
""' IT i: I 6, 110 H, J ,OP WI 1, 1, l , JI , I , J, OP WI 1, 2, l ,JI , I , J, DPlil l ,3 , I , JI 
WR I TE: (6, 120 l 1 ,J ,al' .. 12, l, 1, JI , 1, J, UPn 12, 2, 1, J 1, I, J, JP WI 2, 3, l , JI 
65 COi\iTll\iUE 
l 00 FORHA Tl I I I l OX , 'ill/ LP I ' , l 2, ' , ' , I Z, 1 I = ' , F l O. 61 
110 FORHAH/2A,'UP"ll,l,',12,',',l2,' l=',Fl0.6,8)(, 
l • UP wt 1 ,2, • , I 2, • , • , I .2, • J -=• , F 1 O. b, tL<, • OP*" ( 1 ,.3 ,• , I~ , • , • , 12, • j =', 
2 Fl0.6 ,BX • ••• CUR. TO LENGTH UPEKATOR. 1 ) 
120 FORHATl/2X,'CP"l2,l,' ,12,' ,, ,12,'l=•,FlO.o,bX, 
l 1 UP.,.li!.,2, ', 12, ',', 12., 1 )=',Fl0.b,8X,'0Ptil2,3,' ,l2,' ,•, 12,' )=', 
2 FlOob ,dX • ••• LOR. TO VELOCITY UPERATOK.'l 
<,<;8 CONTINUE 
999 fORHATC lHll 
RETURN 
END 
*CPTl("'S IN cFFECT* l\iAHt= MAIN,QPT=02,LINEC~T=bD,5llE=OODOK, 




Lc~tL Ll.o I ~A¥ 72 J J':>/ 3o:) h.Jo<TKAN H 
COMP IL tR 












!Si, 00 14 
















IS/\ 00 .:10 
l SN )032 
ISN 0033 






















UPTIGi',~ - ,,;;Mt= ,~AIN,OPT=C2,Lll'<iC.t.T=b0,5llE=00001{, 
SUUo<Lt,EdCLIL,NULIST,NJJEC.~,LuAO,NUMAP,NUcUIT,IU,NOXkt~ 
SUdkUUTlNE CALCUL 
lM~LIC! T Kc.:.L "cl (A-H ,C-Ll 
Ki:.AL*b "'-' 
ul Mt 1\SI Cl\ K~ 141 
Ul,1c:1,Slu,, SUMI a ,3,4) 
LJ,MCI\ /TPl/ ILEdUG, IP~~ .. T 
C,M,~LiN /Uc Tl I I ALPHA !2 1 30 J, 1 llt:r All ,Y• J, l'.MAr,G(Z, 30 J, NDtT I Zl, I, El 
CO~Muh /Li£T,:/ 15LlltTIL,3C,ljl 
CCMMuN /CtTj/ LILUEF12,30,4) 
COMMUN /STAl/ UhLRMl2 1 4l .~~~(2,41,tADt 
CLJ11MUN /Ti<¥l/ Nl'A!i{(2,41,NTYPE:121,Nlo<Y 
c:.Jl1MLN /UPkA/ MLLl21,KLPl,l{UP2,111,cLTA 
(.UMMUN /CAUSE/ MCGOV 
LDMMCN /UtuEN/ XMAo,IMEM 
CCMMUh /SwE~/ AN51J,jj 
UATA K~/~H Cllll 1 8H CIIZJ ,,,.-1 Cl13J ,ilri Cll41 I 
CU~:,T = .:.C,C0/3,0CO 
THt: Et,t:Ku¥ Lilf-FEkicl\C.t 15 lf\ HA"Tktt:S ANI, LEl'<GTH IN tl0HK5 
EPS = 0.00000100 
DO 5 JCGMP = l,.; 
llO 5 K()P = KUP1,KOP2 
DU 5 N,, = l ,NTK Y 
5 SUM(JCuMP,KCP,NII,) = a.ODO 
Kl = NuE Tl 11 
L1 = Ni.JET(21 
UO 20 K = l ,Kl 
Uu 20 L = l ,L l 
!IAL = IAbS(lALPHAll,l{J-IALPHAl~,LIJ 
lluc = lAuSllbcTA(l,KI-IBETAIL,Lll 
IFIMCGOV.E..,.01 GU TO 7 
~M = ~MANG12,LI - MMANL(l,~l 
7 lflMOt.LTA.uT.1001 MM=l'DELTA 
IF( l!AL .t ... O.A,,U.l!tlE,E1i,C.ANu,Hl1ot:w,tlDtLTAl GO Tu 9 
PRINT 19<;9 
PRlNT 8 1 K 1 L,IIAL,Ilb~,~~.~UELTA 
a HJRMATI • INC.0.';SISTENT .iuA,~TU/1 ,HJl4t>E"':,: DETl = ',12,' ANu LIET2 = • 




lFIUABS(llTE5TTJ ,LT.EPSI GO Tu l.0 
CALL XPAi<il (I{, LI 
DU 19 KUP = KuPl,KUP2 
13 Ou l<> NN = l,NTk Y 
Nl = NPAIRll ,/1;1\l 
1'2 = NPAlkl 2,1'1il 
UIV = UNuRMtl,Nll*~NURMl~,N2l 
LCF = ClLUt~ll,K,Nll*CICCEFl2,L,N2l/ulV 
SUMll,KDP,NNI = SUMll,KOP,~Nl + AI\S(l{OP,ll*C.OF 
SU~(,:,KCP,t,NJ = SUM(2,KOP,NNI + ANSII\UP,21*COF 
SUMl3,l{UP,NNJ = SUMl;,KUP,,~ru + AN5(1\0P,j)*{.()f 
18 CUiSTI NUE 
19 CGNTINUE 
20 CLI\T I NU E 
DD 104 ISTt.T = 1,2 











I Sr-. '.:Ct 7 
lS1\ OOud 
!SN 0009 











!Sr; OC bl 
!SN <)08.i 
!SI\ GCo3 
ISN JC o4 
































IHMC~cJV.c.i.Ol GO TU lC.:> 
uC TO (101,10.il, !STAT 
,·:l PKltd lCOl,MLZ(ll 
GG TU 10.J 
1r,z Pt<li,f 1002 ,~LZ(Ll 
l(~ r-.TTYP • NTYeE(l~TATl 
Pk!i,1 1005, lt<-lllll,Ill•l,1,TTYl'l 
l'.DTUP = NDET(l5TATI 
UO 104 i,Uf • l,NUTU~ 
PRINT lOOb, 1'1,T,IISLuETI lSTAT,t,,JT,1,;;NJ,NhiN=l,NELI 
PKlt.T l0C9, ((;!CUEHISTAT,1,ur,,.it>l ,NTP=l,NTTYPl 
104 cor.r INUE 
UO 30 ~N • 1,NT~Y 
N l = NP Al RI l , t.N l 
NZ= NPAIR12,NiH 
PKli"tT 2]0,J tl\l ,1\i2 
UELTAE = EN.;12,N2l - El',Gll,l\ll 
Ou L~ Kw~ =~GP1,t<JP2 
PRI r,T l ~99 
uS.i = O.CLJO 
DO 22 J(;CMP = 1,3 
22 DS.i • uS.i + ISuM(JCCMF,KCP,I\Nll**2 
GU TO (201,202,£031, KOP 
201 PRlf'<T 2001 
f-AC TH = UE L TAE 
fACEX = EXuE 
GU TO 24 
202 PRINT 2002 
fACTh = l.ODOiDELTAE 
FACEX = l.000/EXOE 
Gu TO 24 
203 PK INT 2003 
FACTH = ll.OGO/OELTAEl**3 
FAl.t:X = I 1,0DO/cXDEl**3 
2• FAdTH = C0NST*XMAb*fACTh*DS.i 
FAdEX = CDN~T*XMAtl*FACEX*CS~ 
FEMTH = CONST*XMEM*FACTH*DS.i 
Fi:MEX • CUr.ST*XMEM*fACEX*CS,1 
PRINT 2010, DELTAt: 
PR lNT 2015, EXDE 
PRINT 2018, DS.i 
PRINT 2 0.20 
PRINT 2021, fASTH 
PRINT 2022, FAoEX 
PK!NT 2023 
PRINT L024, FEMT~ 
PKI NT 2025,fEMEX 
29 CUNT INUE 
30 CONTINUE 
1001 fORMA H II' Fuk TtiE u, .. ER STATE MLAMdiJA = • ,LU 
l.002 fURMATl// 1 FUk THE UPPER STATE MLAMBDA = 1 ,121 
lC05 FURMATl//// 1 DET' ,12X,' CETERMINANT ', 28X,4(3X0 A8,4XII 
1008 FORMAT( I l.i.,5X,1513l 
l 009 FORMAT I '+' , 5X, 'A { 1 , 45 X, 'l 1 , 7 Xe 41 2X, f 11. b, 2 XI I 
1999 fURMAT(lHll . 
2COC FORMAT(//' THE LOWER STATE wAVEfUNCTlON IS TYPE ',12,• THE UPPERS 
lTATE wAV& FUNCTION 15 TYPE 1 ,121 




I SN Cll 7 
!Si, Ollo 
15~ Jll~ 















hJRMAT(//////l///20X, 1 USIM, THE UlPlJLE VtLOLITY Ol'ERATOR'I 
h.;K.f1ATl//////////2CX,'uSl/\iu TH.: Ull'OLE ACCtLERATlON UPERATOR'I 
fu.<MAT(//' THE t:XPi:R[MEl,TAL ENERGY Ull-fcRENl:E = ',Ul7.9,' A.U.'l 
FUKIAT(/' THE Trl~ORETICAL E~EkGY UlFFERENCt = 1 1 017.9, • A.u. 1 1 
fukHMT(///' THt S~UAKE Uf IHE DlPuLE MATRIX tltMENT US~= 1 ,Ul7.9, 
1 1 (A.u.)**c:::'I 
2(20 fUKMAT(////20X,' 
2021 fUkMAT(// 1 USING 
2023 FGkM•TI////ZOX,' 
2022 FOkMA T( II' lJSING 
2024 FURM1<TI//' USING 
2025 FOMMATI//' USING 
RE ru,u, 
t:NO 
MULTIPLET AoSUKPTICN CSCILATUk STREN&THS 1 1 
THELJKETICAL f:NEkGY ilIFF, FABTH = 1 ,ul 7.9) 
MuLT IP~ET EMMISIUN OSCILATOR STkl:NTHS' I 
cXPERIMl:~TAL ENl:MGY DltF., FAtil:X = ',Dl7.9l 
THEOKET!LAL ENERGY DlFF., FEHTH = ',017.91 
EXPERIMENTAL ENEkGY DIFFERENCE:., FEHf;X = ',017.91 
*UP TIO NS lN tFH~ T« NAMc• MAIN,CPT=Ol,LlNf:CNT=bO,SllE=JOOOK, 
*CPT!C~S I" tfFECT« SlllJKCE., l:bCi.dC, NU L ls T '/\iuuEC K ,.LCAI) ~NOHA-P, NiJEDl T' I u' NGXkH 
«STAT! STJCS* SCURLE STATEMENTS= l2d , f'Ruc;RAM S Ile = 4'.l7b 
*STHlSTh,S* 1-;u DIAGi,uSTICS GENERATED 




Lcv[L d .o ( ~AY 72 l 1h/ ::lbG fUk TRAN H 
CU1''1Pl li:K 
,~1, 1:1" 
!St>i -1-JC ~ 
15/\ ')))'t 




bN JCC ~ 
!SN COlO 
! SN lOll 





151' ·) 0 l 7 
!SN OOlci 




!SN <JC 23 
!SN 00 24 
l SI\ OC2:, 
!SN JC2c 




I SN )032 
!Si\ GOB 






l SN JC4C 
!SN ,1041 









I SN 0051 
!SN '.JC52 
!SN 0053 





CPT! ~NS - r,A>,t= MAl«,CPT=02 ,LINt:CI\T=oO,S llE=OOOOi<., 
5U uKCb Et.>Cu IC, NOLI ST ,NJuEC "-,LUAU, NOMAf', NGEO IT, 1 D,l';uXl<EF 
.:>Uor<Li0T U11t w1AVEH.., 
1 M~LI et T Kt AL "'d IA-H ,u-z I 
Ji-.Tb,tK"4 L H, 
LCulCAL*l Lclle·}J 
t.011Mul, tTPl/ !JtollG,il'Rli\T 
CurMuf\ /ui::T 1/ lALl'HA(2,301,lllETA(2,30l,MMANc.(2,~0J ,NDETl.:'.l,NEL 
GDMMGN /LIETZ/ l~LDtT12,30,151 
GJMMu1' /DET 3/ G!(.Off 12,3C,41 
CG~,MGI\ /MOLl/ NPklNIZ,27 J,.~LOi<tilZ,271,Nl'iURBI 2,271,Nll<El'l 2,271 
COMMG/\ /CR.o/ f,AORBl ,I\ACRl:l2,NHORi>l ,NMuRB2 
Cu,~Mut, /~TAl/ LJ,'ILJi<M(2,41,EN<i12,'tl,EXUc 
COMMUI'; /TRYl/ Ni'Alt<.12,<tl,NT'fPEl21,NTll.Y 
CO,~MUN /OPRA/ MLLILI ,KCPl ,KCP2,l<DELTA 
CLMMD~ /CAUSE/ MLG~V 
CCMMU~ /~EGEN/ XMAd,)(MtM 
JI,'; = :, 
REAUlJI"', 11 LET 
LIN = l 
l.ALL fli,ul41MCuOV 
kEAtJIJ!1~, l I LET 
Lii, = l 
, Lf:T ,LI NI 
CALL f 1 i\Lil 41 M:L 
kEAOI~ IN, ll L tT 
Lii\ = l 
,LET,LlM 
CALL 1-!NJKdlEXUc: 
OU 100 !~TAT= i,2 
IF(MCGUV,E.;.Ol GC TC: b 
GU TJ t«,31, !STAT 
2 NUP = NMCk8l 
GG TU 4 
3 NOP= NMUKtl2 
4 DU 5 JARd = l,NtJP 
READ( Jl N,11 LET 






5 CONT !NUE 
Rl:ADIJ!N,l I LET 
LIN = l 
, LET ,LIN I 
, LE:T, UNI 
,LET,LINI 
,LET,l lN I 
CALL FlNUl4IMLLll~TATI ,LET ,Li NI 
6 CLJI\Tll';UE 
Rc.AUIJIN,ll UT 
LIN = l 
CALL flNul41/\UtT(ISTATI 
CALL FINUl41NTYPE(ISTATI 
NTDET = NDET( ISTATI 
NTTYP • NTYPEIISTATI 
RtAJIJll';,11 LET 
LIN= l 
DO 45 NTP • l,•TTYP 
CALL ~INUl<blENGIISTAT,NTPI 
4!> ONCRMIISTAT,NTPI =0.000 
DO 90 NUT= l,NTOET 
MMANGll5TAT,NDTI = 0 
,LET,LINI 
,LET,LINI 














!SN CC7 l 
ISN 001::; 













I SI\ CCa8 
iSN 00 8\1 
!SI\ OC\10 
lSN OC9l 
lSN OC 92 
lSN 0093 






















I SN 0119 
!SN O 1.20 
ISN 0121 
I Si'i Oll2 
xE,.iJIJll'l,lJ LET 
Lli, = l 
UG 75 NNN = l,NtL 
Ci.LL f!Nul4 I iSLuETI ISTA T,,,,:,T,NNI\I ,LtT,LI 1\1 
lF(MCGLJv,Ei.i,Ol GO TC 75 
J = lSLUtTIISlAT,Ni.JT,1\1\Nl 
JP= IJ+ll/2 
MMAM;i!STAT,NUTI = ~MAl\1,(ISTIIT,1>CTI + NMLIRol !STAT,Ji'I 
75 COi'iT lNuE 
lFIMCGuV,E~,01 GO TO 7b 
lHMLZl!STATl,t:i,,,MMAl'iGllSTIIT,NOTII Gu TU 7il 
PIUNT 1999 
Pk 11\T 7b ,l'iuT ,MLll I:, TAT 1, 11MANGI IS TAT ,NDT I 
7o fl.J.sMAl( ' IN Lit:TE!'\Mll'iAi'IT 1 1 1.2 1 1 ML= 1 1 12 1 '; HU.,EVER 1 IILAMl:!DAL = • 
1, Ii J 
7d COi,Tll,Uc 
I.ALL kc0K0( lSTAT,NDT,NEL,?HASE,NALPtiA,MH:TAI 
lALl'hA( !SlAT,NDTJ = NALPHA 
ltli:lAllSTAT ,I\OTJ = !\BETA 
RE:AUIJlN,11 L[T 
LIN = l 
LIO ilO NTP = 1,NTTYP 
CALL flNURt1ILlCUEfllSTAT,NJT,NTPI ,LET,llNI 
ClCOErll~TAT,NDT,NTPI = PhASE*ClLucFI ISTAT,NDT,NTPI 
oO uNU.KM(l:.TAT,NTi'I = iH,GkMl!STAT,1,TPI +IClCOEftlSTAT,floCT,NTPll**2 
!Fl lUEIIUG,E"',01 i.U TO 5985 
PRINT 1999 
l'RINT 5979, ICICUE:FIISTAT,r,uT,NTPI ,NTP=l,NTTYPI 
5979 FORMAT( 4fl0,bl 
PRINT :; \180, II Suli:TI IS TAT ,Nc;T ,NNNI, NNN=l, NEL I 
5980 FDKMA T( 101 31 
PRINT 5981, Pt1ASE,lALl'hAIISTAT,NUTl,lBETAIISTAT,NOTI 
59dl fO~MAT( ' PHASE,lALPHA,l~ETA = '• fl0.5 1 4X,214l 
5985 CONTINLJE . 
90 CONT lMH: 
DO 95 NTP = 1,NTTVP 
95 ONOkMIISTAT,NTPJ = DSwkTIUNORMIISTAT,floTl'll 
100 CONTINUE 
MDtL TA=l50 
lflMC<,LIV ,NE, 01 GU TU 102 
Rl:IIDIJIN,11 LET 
LlN=l 
CALL FINDk81XMAd ,LET,LINI 
CALL fll\uR8(XMl:M ,LET,L!Nl 
liO TU 10:; 
102 CONT INLJ E 
ULi> = 0, 000 
DLA= 0,000 
lflMLlll l,E..i,01 DLG = 1,000 
lFIMLll 21,b,i,OI OLX = 1,000 
XMAb = I 2 ,0 00-DLG*ULX l /1 2 ,OIJO-J LG I 
XME:M = 12,0DO-OLG*DLXl/12,0DO-IJLXI 




CALL FINDl41NTRV ,LET,LINI 




J:,N ClLj Kt Aul ~l N,11 Ll:T 
ISi'. Oli4 l II, = l 
[:,~ OlL5 Ou 104 h11~ = l, NTRY 
I Si'< OlL b Ci.LL ~I M,14(1.PAIK( ISTAT,NNI ,Li,T,LlNl 
!Si'< 01.27 1C4 UiNT 11\ui: 
l:iN •Jl<.ti 105 COI\T H,u E: 
151, (129 l fOKM:'T( tiGAll 
!SN O 130 1999 fUKMMT( lHll 
!SN 0131 kt:Tu~r-. 
!SI'< 013'2. tNv 
*CPTIL~S IN EF~ECT* NAME= MAIN,Oi' T=02,LINECNT=b0, SIZE=OOOOK, 
*LlPTIU~S Ii, EFFECT* SOui<CE, E6Lul l., i'<cJLiS T, r,UJECK, LIJAO, NOMA,', NUl:01 T, ID ,NJ Xi< Ef 
*HAT !ST !LS* suu~CI: STATEMENTS= 131 ,PROGRAM SILE= 2986 
*SIATISTICS* NO Cit.li~C,TlC., C.cNc:Rl<TEC 




LcVt:l 21,o ( MAY 72 l u~/3o0 ruRTKAN H 




15fl. Q')') ~ 
I SN J'lOb 




lSfl. 00 ll 
I Sfl. CCl.ic 
!SN uC 13 
1511, 001'< 
I SN OC b 
!SI\ JOlc 
l5fl. i,117 
I SN CC18 
15N 00 19 





ISN Q') 2o 
ISi\ COd 
!SN OO~d 
15N {)0 .>O 
l SN OCH 
:;OURL.E, coCiJ IC, t.CL bf, NJUH.r., LLlAIJ, N(JMAP, i,;ufa.l IT, ID, NI.JXKCF 
5UoRuuT1Nt NtURUINST,NOT,NEL,PHAS~,NMLPHA,NBETAI 






!MPL!LJT ktAL *" IA-t,,0-ll 
UIMcNS!Lt. 1cu~1101,IEVEN(l~I 
CUMMGN /Ucli/ l~OETl2,3C,l,1 
PhA:iE = l,OCO 
NALPHA = 0 
NoclA = C 
Ju. 50 I = l,NtL 
lui<o = lSLUi::Tlt.ST,NOT,11 
!HST = IURd - 2*1 lURd/ 21 
IF I IT EST I 711 ,_, 0 1 40 
711 Pkl,~T l!>C 
GU TO 50 
30 Nt>i:TA = NoETA + l 
lEVEN(N~tTAI = luRB 
i,G TU ':>0 
40 N~LPHA = NALPHA + l 
!UuD(NALYHAI = lURo 
PH.;~E = l'hASE*l-1.000l**ll-NALPHAI 
50 CONTI NuE 
N = 0 
lf(NALPHA,t~.01 Gu TO 120 
uO 125 I = 1,11.AU'HA 
N = N+l 
li5 lSLOETII\H,NiJT,1\1 = lGDO(U 
lHNoETA.b.;.01 Gu TO 131 
120 OU 130 J = l,NdEiA 
t, = N+l 
130 !SLUET(t.ST,NUT,NI = lEVEl\lJI 
Ul CO,~TlNJE 
RE TURI'. 
l,C F::..RMAT( 'THI~ IS IMPOSSl6Li::. LHi:CII. Ri:ORUER'I 
RETUt<N 
ENU 
*CPT!lt.S IN EFFECT* ('jAME= M Allll,<.lPT=02, L HIEC•'I T=oo. SI l E=O'JOOII., 
*OPTIONS IN tfFECT* SUURCE,EdGUIC,NOLIST,~G~EGi<.,LOAu,NUMAP,NOEDIT,lU,l'<JXKEr 
*STiil !ST !CS* SOURCI: 5TA TE MEN TS = 36 ,PRU~RAM 5llc = 10.:12 
•SlHISTlCS* NU DIACif\LSTICS uENEIUITEC 












JS I\ ,)009 
l :.N JClO 
JSN 00 ll 
ISN )OU 
I Sl't JC l3 
1sr, 0':>14 
l SN OGL> 









JSI'. 00 2o 
l Sf'< J027 
ISN 0028 
ISi. 00.!9 


























!SN 00 59 
I SN uC6C 
l.OMPILEk c,t'TJuNS - 1\AME= ,~AIN,UPT=C2,LINt:CNT=oO,SIZE=OOOOK, 
S uU t<Cb EeU; IL, NOL JS T, t.UDECK ,LOAU ,NUMAP ,l'<OELI IT, liJ ,NO.J<REt-
SUukuUT 11,i:: XPAKtsl ... U 
IMPLICIT K[AL *c IA-H,U-ll 
LllMi::l\,!ul, ullO, 101, LTllO, lJ 1,i.,TOl 10,lOl ,uDTI 10,,10) 
Ll!ME~SICN ~l'ib,~,10,101,RE:,(:;,31 -
Cl,1ct,~l<.JN E!VlllCl,ElV21101,UlO,l01,Vll0,1Cl 
UlMfo:.lOi; TEMPI llJ,101 
Ult1t:i<SIOi, uPid i0,101 ,VPR(l0,101 
CU111"1UN I ut: Tl/ IAL PHAI 2, 301, I i>E TA I .i:, 301 ,MrlANbl 2 ,301 ,NDE H2l ,Ni:L 
CUMMOI\ /uET2/ l~LU~TIZ,30,151 
CU,~Mi.J1' /oUGMAN/ I tiUGAA, Ii> UuCC, Iii UG ww,li>UGl ,l 6UG2, I 111JG3, 16Ub4 ,1 lllJG~ 
CC,~Mu1' /TPl/ ICE:BUG, IPRl!<T 
CLM,~Of\ /Of';o/ LVLPB0,301,CP"l:;,3,30,301 
CUMMUI\ /UPKA/ MLZl21,KUPl,KUP2,MUcLTA 
CC~MU, /-:,~f.,iJ AN~U,31 
EP~r = c.000001uo_ 
CU 7CC7 JCOMP = 1,l 
DO 7007 KUP = 1,3 
Ai,~(KUP,JLUNPI = O.OUO 
7007 RESIKOP,JCJMPI = O.OLJO 
NALPHA = IALPHAJl,KI 
Nt>l:TA = JotTA12,LI 
lflMDELTA.GT.1001 GLl TO 4 
IF lMUi:LTAI 3 ,2,1 
JCUMPD = 1 
JCCMPlJ = l 
GO TU 5 
2 JCOMPC.: = 3 
JC OMPU = 3 
GU TO 5 
3 JCCMPU = 2 
Jf.CMPlJ = 2 
uO TO ~ 
4 JCCMPD = 1 
JCCMPU = 3 
5 CONTll'<Lic 
If(I~UG4.Ew.o, GU TO 4~01 
PR! NT 1999 
1999 f-ORMAT(lHll 
PRINT <t300,K,L,MCELTA,JCC~PO,JCUMPU 
4300 f-URMAT(/' IN XPARR RITH CcTG = ',12,' AND UETK = •,tz,•, WE HAVE 
lMOt:LTA = ',13,' ANU JCOMPD = ',13,• ANO JCOMPU = ',13,//1 
4301 l.lJNTI l<UE 
DO 100 Nt>LCK = 1,2 
GG Tu I l.l, 121, N8LCK 
11 Nou .. N = 1 
NUP = iiALi'HA 
NOH = NJILPHA 
IFINU~Ew.01 GO TD o3 
Gu TO 20 
lZ ~ocwi. = NALRHA + 1 
NUP = NALPHA + ~BETA 
NCM = Nt>ETA 
IF INOM. E .... 01 Gu TO o"t 
20 I = 0 
DU :,0 N = NUOw,;,NlJP 

















l SN ·:i07~ 






































!SN O 120 
I S1' Old 
IS!'. 0122 
!SN O 123 
ISi, Cl.24 
J = 0 
DU ~0 M = NUG~N.~UP 
J = J +l 
If> = USLUETli,K,I\J + 11/2 
Ji' = I l SLOi:. H ,,L,MI + ll /2 
50 lll l,J l = UllLPlli',Jt'J 
Gv TU lol,621, NbLC~ 
ol UALPrlA = ..)ET(""1M,OJ 
GO TU 100 
62 uBETA = UfT(l\~M,~I 
1.,U TO 100 
63 Ol>LPHI\ = 1.0(.'() 
GU TO 100 
o4 ca1:TA = 1.ooc 
100 Cuf\T IMJE: 
IF lliluu4.t;ioGJ Gu TO 4112 
~" !,,T 'tllO, UALi'HA,OilETA 
4110 FO"MAT( • ~ALPHA= •, 013.o, • ObETA 
4112 CUNTI NUE: 
Nill = l 
NB2 = 2 
IFIUAbSIDALt'HAJ.LT.tPSIJ hd2 = l 
IF I DA tl:i I DliET A J .LT oEP SI J Nd l = 2 
lFINlll.E~~2.AhD.hd2oE~.ll G~ TO 1500 
UO 1000 NbLCK = NB1,N62 
DO 931 JCUMP=l,~ 
DO 931 KOP=l ,3 
931 RESIKOi',JCOMPl=0,0 
GU TU 1101,1021, NbLCK. 
lCl NDUWN = l 
i,U I' = N ALPHA 
UUD z DJILPHlo 
OUUTh = UbETA 
NLll'I = NALPHA 
lf(NuM.Ew.OJ GLI TO 1000 
Gll TO 103 
lOZ Nuo .. N = NALPHA + 1 
I\UI' = NJILPHlo + I\HETA 
uOLl = ubETA 
uDUT H = llALPHA 
NDM = NoETA 
lf I NuM.i:w.OJ bO TU lOCO 
103 I = 0 . 
UO 150 h = hDD.,h,hUP 
l = l + l 
J = 0 
00 150 M = ~U~RN,NUP 
J = J + l 
IP= llSLUETll,K,NJ + 11/2 
JP= IISLDETl2,L,MJ + ll/2 
DI I,JI = OVLPIIP,JPJ 
00 145 JCUMP z JCOMPD,JCOMPU 
DO 145 KUP = 11.0Pl ,11.0.P2 
1 , 013. 6, It 
145 wMIKOP,JCUMPol,JI = DP.,IKOP,JCJMP,lP,JPI 
150 DTIJ,11 = Dll,JJ 
CALL MATMULIMlM,D,uT,DUTJ 
CALL MATMUl.lNOH,DT,D,DTOJ 
lf(lbuG4.Ew.OI GC TC 't445 
PAGE 002 
'° ...... 


















!SN O 144 
!SN 014~ 
!SN O 146 
!St, 0147 
!SI'. Cl46 
!SN O 149 
ISi'. 0150 




bN O 155 










ISi'. O loo 
I SI'< 01 70 
!SN C 171 
ISi\ 0172 






!SN Ol 7S 
ISN O llW 
!SN Ol. ill 
!SN 018Z 
!SN O l.83 
!SN Ol.84 
!SN 0165 
1$1'; 0 ldb 
PRINT 400i 
4C02 h.JkMA Tl I' THE MATKI X iJ ',/1 
UO 40 10 I•• = l , N-OM 
Pft!NT ••••• lLllww,Jwwl,Jwri=l,NCMI 
40 l n co,, H l',0t 
PRll'<T 4012. 
4Gl2 1-U~MATI/' lMt MATi<IX 1,;T ',II 
OU 4020 lwr1 = l,NlJM 
Pkl,,T 4444, lCTll.rn,Jwnl,JrlW=l,NlJMI 
4C 2C CON ll i';uE 
00 4QjQ JCUMP = JCOMPO,JCuMPU 
UO 4030 KOP=KCPl,KCP2 
PKINT 4CZ.<, KOP,JCul'P 
4022 ~~KMAT(/ 1 THc MATKlX wM FOK KOP = ',13,' ANO J~OMP 
uG 4Q,;Q 1~~ = l,NuM 
P1<1t,T 44<t4 1 (~~.(KUP,JCLMP,l"i"J"") ,J.,,; 
4030 CuM ll\U E 
Pi<.iNT 4202 
•ZCi hJKM,d( /' Tnt M~Tt<I X l!TU ',II 
UU 4210 lww = 1,l';OM 
Pk! NT 4444, (i;TGI Ji,.,,J,..,J ,J.,w= l ,l'<ulll 
4210 cu"T INUc 
PRINT 4212 




00 4L20 lww = 
PRINT 4'>«4, ( 





OU 50:; I = l,MJM 
00 505 J = 1,NOM 
vll,Jl = -urn'1,JI 
505 U(l,Jl = -OilT(l,Jl 
IFIDA~$IOCUl.GT.EP~ll GU TO ti92 
IFINUM.c~.ll GU TO 515 
NCALL = 2 
NSHOUT = l 
l 11\CMI 
CALL ElGENIV,TEMP,NOll,El~l,NCALL,VNURM,101 
00 506 lGAl = l,NCALL 
506 EnllfoAll = -EIVll lGAll 
lFIUABSlE1Vl(21l.LT.cPSll GU TU ti~9 
510 CALL EIGEN(U,TcMP,NL11,Eh2,,'lSli.JUT,ur,uKM, 10) 
00 512 IGA2 = 1,NSHOUT 
512 EIV21 lliALI = -EIV21 IGA21 
GO Tu ~20 
515 Elvll ll = a.coo 
EIVil ll = 0 .000 u, 1 ,11 = 1.ouo 
v11,11= 1.ooc 
I\CALL = l 
NSHOUT = l 
520 CONT JrsUE 
OU 550 IP= l,NOM 
OU 55C JP= l,NOM 
CUF = UIH',ll*V(JP,11 
Ul IP,Ji'I = OIIP,JPI + (OF 
00 55C KDP = KUPl,KGP2 
00 550 JCOMP = JCOMPU,JCO~PU 
PAGI:: 003 





ISi, ·Jl 90 
ISi\ ·cl91 
















































!SN 024 2 
!SN 0243 
!SN O 244 
'>SO KE$IKUl',JC.u1~P l = KE.SIKOP,JCUMf'I + CUF*wM(KOP,JCOr<i',IP,JPI 
PP = CUINt.,M 1 [;l 
VU TO 90C 
b9t .;u.H lNUE 
M,ALL = I\UM 
NSrlllul = M;M 
CALL· EIGt:i'l!{V ,TEi"'IP,i" ... uM, i:lvl,ND1'1,VNJK.M,l0) 
LALL EIGt~(U,TfMP,NU~,~1~2,NUM,UN~ftM,101 
• JG "<; 4 J = l, l\lJ M 
!fl 0Ao$ lcl'w l(J l-UV 2lJ l I .GT .E:P:.11 i.,u TU 8711 
GO Tu !)93 
6711 PRINT b7l2, J,dvl(Jl ,EIV2(Jl 
<l7l.i: FOKMATI ' Ti<OUoLi: AT J = ', 12, 'Ellll = ',fl2.9, 'ANO EIV2 
~ 93 EI V ll JI = - EI V 11 JI 
E:1112{Jl=-EIV2(JI 
094 Lui'< fl Nut 
DO d9~ I = l,l\i.JM 
UU o9S J .:: l,NUM 
895 UPt'dl ,Jl = U(J,1) 
CALL MATMULINUM,Ul'K,D,vi'Rl 
CALL ~.ATMUL INCM,Vl'i<,V,UPRI 
00 e;e JCOMP = JCG~PO,JCLMPu 
DO 898 KUP = KOP1,KOP2 
DO 897 I= l,NOM 
STil.M = O. QUO 
Du o9c J 1 = 1,,,ilM 
DO a96 JZ = 1,NCM 
89~ STRM=STRM+UIJ1,ll*VIJ2,Il*~l'IKOP,JCCMP,Jl,J2l 
697 Rb I KCP, .tCUMP l=RES l KOP, J COMP l +S T1<.M/uPld I, I I 
891:! C.UNT! NUE:. 
PP = uET.lNDM,Dl 
GC TU 900 
B'l9 PP = o. Qi.JO 
900 DU 905 JCUMP = JCOMPO,JCCMPU 
DC 905 KUP = KO~l,KOP2 
'i05 ANS ( KCP, .lCOMPl =A-r,S I KCP, JCCJ!'P I +OOOTH*PP*RES I KOP,JCUKP I 
If( lt:>uG4.E:. .... o, GO TO 5140 ' 
PRll'<T 5121,K,L 
• ,Fl,.91 
5121 fURMATI/' 11', XPAR ;.E HAIIE OETi., = •,13, 1 Ar.ii OETX = •, 131 /1 
PR!1,T 5122, Ni3LCK,NOM,DDu,DOUTH 1 UDU,l.lOV,PP 
51.<2 fORMATl/ 1 Ti11S IS BLOCK •,11,• ~nH NOH = •, 12, • AND Dl;D =•,ul3.6, 
l ' ANU UUTH = ',Ul3.b t• DOU =• ,U13.6, 'AND UiJV = • ,013.6, 1 ANO 
2 i'f'= ',U13.b,/I 
PRINT 512<t 
5124 FORMAT( I' THE El(;ENVALUES Of OTU ARE: 1 ,/l 
PRINT :'>144, ( E!Vll IXXl, IXX=l,NCALLI 
PRINT ~l.i:5 
5125 FOKMAT( I' THI: dGENVALUES (Jf JUT AKI:: 1 ,fl 
PRINT 5144, I E1V21 IXXl, IXX=l,;•SHUiJTl 
PRINT 5127, NCALL. 
5127 FORMATI/' THt FIRST ',12,' EI;,t:NvECTGi<.S OF OTO ARE: • 1/1 
DO ~130 !XX= 1,1\DM 
PRINT 5144,1 VI I XX,JXXI ,JXX=l,i,CALLI 
5130 CONT !NU E 
PRINT 5132, l\~HCUT 
5132 FORMAT(/ 1 THE FIRST 0 ,12,• El&ENVECTOKS OF DDT ARE: •,ti 
DO 5135 !XX= l,NOM 




!Si'i Oi4~ 5U5 'C..LfrtT ll\,UE 
I ;;r, 024<> UO 5ljo KUP = I\JPl,KOP2 
,::,,,. 02~ 7 ?fd NT :, 13 7, ( KUP, Jl.0MP ,A I\S ( t<.CP, JC.UMP) ,J·COMP=JCOMPD, J COMPU I 
ISN C 24d >lj7 
I :,I\ C24 S 51:;a 
!Sf, ~2 5C 5144 
151\ 0~51 5140 
!SN C252 lCOO 
JSN OiS3 




L:,N ·o25d 3994 
i5N 02,'J 1505 
ISi\ C26C 
!SN 0.:6 l 
*l~TILI\~ II\ E:Ff-ECT* 






UL lj05 JC.UMP= l,~ 
UO 1SC5 KUP = l,3 
ANS(t<.01',JLOMPI = C.COC 
PRH,T :,99.,, KOP,JCOMl',Ai<S(r;.JP,JCDMPI 





*OPT ll.iN~ lN EFFEC. T* suuRCc,cBCUIC,NULIST,NOC~CK,LOAD,NCHAP,NGEGIT,IU,NOXREf 
*:,TATIST!CS* lwuRU STATEMd,TS = 260 ,PKuQKAM SILE = 21540 
*Sl•TIST!GS* NU ClAGI\O~TlCS bENERATEC 















1.CMf'lLEK LPTIUNS - ,,AME= ,'1Ali.,Ol'T=02,LINEC111T=oO,Sllt:=OCOOK, 
~UUkct, EtlCl)l c, N.:.L I~ r, NJl)E:°(.K, LUAU, NOMAP, Nu ED IT, 11>, M)JUEF 
SUBI\OUllNt MATMULILIM,A,~,Ll 
IPPL!Cll KEAL*~ (A-h,U-ll 
UIMEl\:>l Ui, A(lC,101,iiUO,lOl ,Cll0,10) 
uu 10 I = l,LIM 
iJt; 10 J = 1, LIM 
Cl I ,JI = O,OUC 
UU 10 " = l, LIM 
10 Cll ,JI = C( !,JI + All,Kl*t(l\,JI 
KE TUKI\ 
ENO 
*IJi'JIUr,S IN tffcl.T* 
*LPTIC~S Ii'< EFFECT* 
i,Ah:= MAll\,uPT=02,LII\E.l.NT=o0 ,:ilLE=OOOOK, 
iUUkCt,E~CLIC,NOLIST,I\OJECK,LOAO,NOMAP,NuEUIT,Iti,NuXkEf 
*HAT! SHCS* SlukCE ~TATEMtNT~ = 
*.STHISTICS* ,;o ulAGNO,,STlC.~ i>Et.ERATc:U 
****** ENC Of i'.OMPILAT ION ****** 
10 , l'KUl,;RAf~ S Ile = 54t. 
1.3 711. bYTES Of CORE i~OT USED 
-.!;) 
I.ii 
Level d .o ( KAY 12 I J~J3u0 FUKfKAN H 
LuMPILtK CPT!u~S - ~AME= MAlN,GPT•02,LlhtChT=bD,SIZE=0100K, 
~UuRLt,EtlCUlL,NullST,NuucCK,LOAIJ,NOMAP,NuEOIT,10,NOXREF 
!SN 0Qai Fu~~flul'< Dtf(JJUP,AI 
!SN )00.l li>'1t'ULI T KtAL *B (A-H,C-LJ 
C ThlS !>uo,,:..,uTI1,E COi'IPUTt;, TtiE ucEKMINANT Of THc MATH.IX A tlY THE: 
C 's~t:EP LJUf' MUHGU. ii', fht PKUCb5 THE MATRIX A IS [JE:STkUYi::.:.. 
!SN .JCC4 
ISi\ •JOO~ 




ISi\ JO 10 
!SI\ 'JOU lll" 
!SN JC Li. 
!Sh OOU ll.cO 
!SN 0Cl4 
!Slli 0015 1125 
I SN JOU, 
ISN ;c l7 ll~C 
!SN 00 l~ 
!SI'< 0019 1140 
1 SI'< aczc 
!SN 00£1 
I Slli )022 1145 
ISN JC23 
1sN oo~ .. 1150 
J~l>I )025 115~ 
!SN J02c 
ISN oon 
!SN OCZd llbO 
ISN 0029 
ISi\ 'JOJO 
ISi'< OOH 1170 




*Ct'llCI\~ I~ EFFELT* 
IJliit:NSIUN Al lC,101 
1.iX L ..:: 1 .GUO 
UO ll~O l = l,JJUP 
u I-,.:. = A ( l ' I I 
L = I 
uO ll~J J = l,JJUP 
lFIUAbS(A(J, 111-0AtlSIBIGA)J lliO,ll.<0,1110 
ol.;A•AIJ,11 
L = J 
Cu1H ll'<Uc: 
IFtaluAI 1130,1125,1130 
OET = C,OuO 
f<ETUf<r, 
Pl1ASE = l,000 
lr(L-11 ll~C,1150,1140 
Uu ll4j K = 1,JJUP 
HULU = All,KI 
Al l,1<.J = AIL,KI 
A-t L,10 = HULC 
PHASE = -l, ODC 
OU 11~5 K = 1,JJUP 
AIK,IJ = AIK,11/tlluA 
Ml N = I + l 
IHjJl.,t'-MINI uc,;o~, llbO, llbO 
00 ll 70 I' = MH,,JJUf 
X = A(M,1 l 
DO 1170 N = 1,JJUP 
AIM,hl = AIM,M - Atl.,hJ*X 
~XL= ~Xl*~HASE*BlGA 
OET = -.XL 
RETURN 
EN.i 
l>IAME= MA H.,OPT=02 ,1. lt;ECNT=oO, S-llt:=OOOOK, 
*OPT IOhS IN ~FFEC T* ~UUK~c,EbCulC,hOLIST,NODt:CK,LCAD,NGHAP,NOEDlT,IO,NOXkEF 
•SHTISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS= 34 , PRl.lGkAM SIZE = %0 
*SfATISTICS* NO UlA.;NOSTIC~ .;ENEKATED 




Lc\.t:l -~i.o I :"'1~'t' 7;__ ) JS/3b1 l-LklkAN h 
LL..r-iFILEK vPf I, ... d!:> - h1AF,t;;: .. 1~H.i,utiT=C'£,Llhtc.~;.,.f=oV,S.llE=OCOG~. 
~uU ~ct.' EJL.u l (.' I\L LI.:) I I lii.J Ut.(."' Lu Au, NUMAP, ,;;ucu IT' ILl,NU Xrtl:f 
IS,, 1GC2 ~vo1'ul>TI"i. Fll,ul4(l4,LcT,11 
c FkE:c FGKelAl INPUT ~UoKOUTINC: h)K I-Ori. TkAN ll\lPUT 
151·, JO·J~ u1,~1:,,S1u1, Lt:T(i>'.ll,<WMl10),Cl5l 
,s;·, )CC't li\fcl,i:t{""• FLAG,~AP,ESll,i,,FIRST,SI.i,,,ENTcK,EXPh<,thu 
l~i\ }·J,), KE:~L-*b t<o 1 FKAC.T, fAL., TEMP, X, lf-.TUt:r.. 





i SN •JCll 
ISN JC 12 
ISi\ 1013 
! SI, GC h 
l~N )Cl, 
!SN •)Ole 
JSr, (;•) 17 
!Sr, OOld 
!SN )Cl9 
ISi'. 00 20 
I SI\ )Cd 
ISi'. OO.i2 
! SI, ·)023 
I SN CC24 
!SN 0025 
!SN J026 




I SN 003!> 














1 OLAf'-il\ I• •I, LE Ti:/ 1 E' I ,PLU~J ·+• I ,Ml NUS/•-•/ ,DEC PT / 1 •• , • 
2 LETLI' 0'/ ,L, ~ 
c.iUl v,-Li:M .. i: (ll, TEMP, I Ti:~FI 
~ ENTKY STAlcMci'<TS 
ti:.,.Ti::l"\·=1 
l,Ll Tll lC'J 
i:NTKY j;("UK't(i...,,LET,11 
i:NTER=l 
LiU TU 100 
ENTKY fli.uKd(ki>,LH, I) 
ti< Tt:k=:i 
l. INI TlALllt VAiUAoLES 
100 ~ lGt ... =l 
I-LAG= 1 
IS ls,is= 1 
ES ll,N=i. 





















IF (L.t,..PLUS I Gu JO 107 
If (L.~ .... MINI..SI GO TO LOo 
IF IL .1:..i.LETl::.UR.L.Ei.,.LETUI GU Tu l'l"-
If (L.Ei.,.UECPTI GC TO 109 
If ( L .t .i .01..ANKI .iO TG 111 
IF lFIKST.E,..Ol FIRST=! 
ENu=l IF A NOt..-dLAl;K CliARACTEli, HAS ot:i:N fDUNO 
Flf\ST = LUCATIUN IN LET OF fIRST CHAi<ACfER OF DlGlT STl<ING 
LAST = LCC..ATIUN 1N LET OF LAST C..HAKACTEi< OF DlbIT STRING 
F~AG =1 FOK INTE.,ER OIGIT STRING 
FLAG =.: fUK UECIMAL FKAC T hlN DH,1 T STRING 
FLAG =3 fUK El~UNENT DIGIT STRlNG 
ENU=l 
I= 1 + l 
GO TC 102 
If- (i:NLJI 101,101,117 
S Ic,N=-1 
GL TO 107 
If- (fIRSl.r,c.01 GG TO 119 
IF (1:Nu.t..;.01 lNTl.itR=loOC 
lF (LET(I+lloE..,.BLA~KJ l=l+l 
S !Lil,= 1 
FLAG=:> 
GU TU l 07 
OATE 73.0o~/l~.,7.30 
'° -..] 


















ISN iJO 79 
ISi\ 0080 
ISN CC81 
I SN JOd2 
!Sr. OC8l 













I SN 0097 
!SN OC9& 











I SI\ 0114 
lSN 0115 
10~ IF IFIK.::.T. I\E.01 GC JG 119 
IS 11,N=S IGl'l 
FLAG=.2 
1.,u TU 107 
llO If 'H,u .E.., .• o I l=t!.! 
!:ND=l 
lll Ir tfl«ST.t:~.Cl liu TO 105 




ll9 LASl=l-1 , 
x=o.uo 
FA,C=l .UO 
11~ uu llb J=l,10 
IF ILtTILASTl.E~.NUHIJII GJ TU 118 
llo Cui>T I NU c 
PRINT iCO,LtT 1 LAST 
ZOO hJkMAHlX,'Flt.U.Eo.kU.;_-ILLEliAL CHARACTER IN INPUT flECD'/lX,lfOAL, 










IF ILAST,E~.Flt<STI GC TC ,ll4 
LAS T=LA ST-1 
FAi.;=,10. i:;O•Fi\C 
GU TU 11:> 
STClt<t:: x,SIGN ANO Gu iJN TO TH.E IIIEXT UlGIT STl<l'NG 
GO TD 1125,lZc,li7l,fLAG 
lN·J1,Efs= ~ 
IS lGN=.HGN 
GO TO lZts 
FRA(; T=X 
EXP FR=F lil.S T'-1 
Gu Tu 1211 
EXP=X 
ESli.N=S IGN 
CuMi!lM:: CECU)Et; ClGlT STklNGS Tu FORM CONSTANT 
TEMP= IS lbN*I II', fol:K+FKAC 1•110.uo••cXl'f.ftl 1 •110. 00** I ES IGl\•Ex Pl I 
GU TO I 1311132, llllt ENT.ER . 
IFKA;. T= FRAC T 
INT =!NT GEk 
l l=lC**EXP 
12= EXPfR+£S1GN *t::XP 
B=lO** l ilBS 1121 
. Ni\KE UP Jt;TEGER*"t CGNSTAi'lT 
IF IESlGh1.LT.Ol bU TO 135 
If I 12.L T .OJ W TO ·l.36 
I5=1HACT*ll 
Gu TO 137 
Uc I;= JFRACT/ LI 
1J7 14=151G~*llNT*ll+ISI 
GO TO 134 
135 l4=1SlGN*lNT/ll 
GU TO 134 
C HAKE UP kE~L*4 CUNSTANT BY ROUNDING AND TkuNCATIIIIG TEMP 
132 L=Dlll . 
IF (1)151.GT.1281 lTEMP=lTEl'P+l 
IF ILoNE.Ollll 1TEMP=ITEMP+l04857b 
R4=T fl'.P 
GO TO 134 




:,: "' U.JCC 
,-::, 











fURTKAN H EKROR MES~AGES PAGE 00" 
ERROR tliO lo\lH EKROR ME:'.SAU 
15N 0007 IE:r(Ot,ll 4 THE UhJI IIALEM.i: STATEMENT CONTAIN5 A NUl';-SutlSCRlPTEO ARkAY ITEH. l~UIII.R.E 
CT At,;CONS ~AY ot uE:NERATED. 
*UP I IUN5 l N EffEC T* ~AME= MAl~,CPT=02,Ll~ECNT=oO,SlLc=OOOOK, 
*GPTIONS IN EFFECT* ;ouRCE,EBCClC,NUll5T,NOutCK,LOAD,NOMAP,NOEDIT,1D,NUXkEf 
*STAT! STICS* SLukCE ~TATEMENTS = 117 , PRJGRAM 5 !lE = 22J6 
*ST H lST !CS* l DIAGNOSTICS &ENERATEU, HIGHEST St\lER!TV CCDE IS 4 




LEIIEL Ll.o l ~AY 72 l US/3o0 fUKTRAN H 
COMPlLtR U~T!Jf<S - fl.1<ME= MAIN,UPT=C2,LINECNT=oO,SlZE=OOOOK, 
SUUKCE,EbCUIC,NULl>T,NOUECK,LOAU,NOHAP,NUEUlT,lO,NOXRE~ 




IS r, 0006 



















lSN 00 30 
lSN '.)032 
lSN OCB 











"' d(,i:i,VALUES A"J EIGtNVECTOi<.S Of A REAL SYMMETRIC HATRI X c 
i., **** RtMUVi. Ni:XT STAH:Mi:t\T It\ Sll\(,LE PKECISION VERSIGi• 
IMPL IC! T KEAL *t; I A-H,0-Z I 
INTEGER*2 11\LEX 
tJIMENS!u,, Al NMAX,NSl.Bl, tl{N~AX,NSUlll, VALUIMSUB) 
DIMENSION DIAGI 1001, SUPEKD( 1001, "VECllOC), l'VH.11001, 
1 .. vcCllOOI, VALLHOOI, -.1100), uuoo>, 
<! l1iUE XI 1 CCI , FAC TOi<(lOO I , Vil 001 , T 1100 ,31 
CUMMUN /f202/ l.lAC,, SUPt:Ru, WVC:C, PVEC, T 
EQul VALE Net I wVECI 11 ,VALLtl l ,FAC Tlikll I ,U 1111, 
1 {PVECI 11,..iVECI ll ,1o1111,VI 111 












HOUSEhULOck SlMlLAFdTY TKANSFOi<r\AT 101'1 TU CO-J;-IAGUNAL FORM 
N=NSUB 
M=HSUe 
If IN.LT.Cl I.JO TO 220 
IF .(M.LE.O.OR.N.LE.21 GU TJ 50 
(;ENERATc lU~NTlJY MATRIX 
llO 40 1=2 ,N 
00 40 J=2,N 
BIJ, 11=0.0 
IF 11.1::1.1.JI BIJ,11=1.0 
40 Clll\iTlNUE 
SO -Du 20C l=l,t\ 
KEuuCE COLuMN OF MATRIX 
ll=l+ l 
12=11+1 
IF 112.uT.NI GO ·To 160 
SUM=0,0 
DO 70 J=L2,N 
70 SUM=SuM+AIJ,11**2 
IF ISlJM .E.i.O.CI GU TO 160 · 
J=ll 
TEMP=A( J ,I I 
C**** t<El'LALE FUNCT luN NI.HES IN i\lEXT FOUi( STATEME ... TS l"' SINGt.E Pi<cCl SIUN 
SUM=US.1RT!SUM+ TE~P **21 
Al J,I l=-lJSlGM 5UM, TE~P l 
WVl::CIJ l=lJSi.iRT ( l.C+OABSI TEMP I/SUH) 
ul V=lJSl GNI "vtC( J l*SUM, TEMP I 
00 85 J=12,N 
85 WVECIJl=A(J,11/0lV 
SCALAi<=O. 0 
UU 95 J=l l,N 
i'VECIJl=O.O 






I Sr. JC4o 
ISl\.t ,)C47 
lSN 004d 
l 51\ CC'+.; 
!SN CC.,O 
ISi\ 0051 
I SN cc:;2 
!Sr, 0053 
I sr, oos4 
!SN CC5-o 
!SN 0057 
!SN 00 58 





































90 PVi:1..(JI •t'Vt(.(Jl+AIK,Jl*wVECl1<.I 






SC ALAR= SCALAK/ 2. 0 
uo l2C J•ll,N 
~ Vt:l. I ~I =l'V EC I JI-S CALA~*;;V EL IJ I 
UO l2C K=ll, J 
Al K, JI= A(K ,J 1-l .. v cC.( Kl*l.ivE(.( J l+.iVEC (JI *.I VE Cl Kl I 
AlJ,Kl=A(K,JI 
LUI, Tl 1'.UE 
IF IM.Lf.01 liC TU 160 
SAVE: KuTATIUN fUR LATER APPLICATION TU CO-OIAGUNAL VECTORS 
OU l!:>0 l<•l ,N 
TEMP=C. 0 
OU 140 J=Il,N 
TEMP•T~MP+WVE:CIJl*8(J,KI 
UD 15C J•l l,N 
Ill J ,Kl=t:1( J, K 1-wVEC IJ l *TEMP 
Li.l1'.Tl 1'.UE 
MU\/E CU-LJIA;,0111.AL FORM ELl:111:i'tTS FUR ITERATIVE PRUC.ELlUl<E 
J=I -
OIA(,1 ll•A(J,11 
IF II.NE.NJ SUPERD(ll=AIJ+l,l) 
C.DNTllli.UE 
GI VH>1S EIGEIWALUE: ITERAT IUl't Fl<uM STUt<l4 CHAIN OF C.0-0IAGONAL MINORS 
220 11=1At>5 (NI 
M=IAt>S (Ml 
C CALCULATE NORM UF MAT,UX A:-10 J;,ITli<i..llE EIGENI/Ai.ut tlOUNJS 
c 
ANURM.Z=OIAGI ll**2· 
IF IN .EQ. ll GO TO 235 
OD 230 L•2 ,N 
1o1I L- ll =SUP~RO ( L-11 **2 
ANC~M2= C IAG IL I **.2+.i IL-l l +..,IL-ll+AhaRH 2 
230 C01HI NUE 
C**** Rl::PLACE FUNCTION NAME IN Nl:J(J STATEMl:l'.T IN Sll\GLE PRECISION 
c 
c 
235 ANG~M=OSl.li<T (ANURll21 
IF (M.E.;.O) kETl.RI'. 
DO 2<t0 L•l,14 
V ALU ( LI =ANUkM 
VALLI LI •-ANORM 
240 CONTINUE 
E PS l = ANU l<M* El 
IF iEPSl.E1.1.0.0I RETURII 
250 DO 57C L=l,M 
L LHJOSE NEw TKIAL VALUE illHILE TESTli'«i t>OUNUS FOk CUNVERGENCE 
c 
2t0 TAU=l,ALUILl+VALL(Lll/2.0 




















!SN O 109 
lSt.. 0110 
!SN 0111 
!SN O 112 
I SN OlU 
!Sf'< Cll4 
bN O 115 
1 sr-. 0111 
!SN 0119 
!Silo 0120 




bl\ Ol . .::C5 




!SN O l.l.> 
I SN 0134 
c 
~ LETtKM!Nt SIGNS Uf- PR!f'<C!PAL MlNURS 
c 
MA T1.tt=O 
T 2= 0. 0 
Tl =l • 0 
UU 4:>C Ll=l,1, 
P= u !AG( Ll )-TAU 
If IT2. r.E.0.01 GC TC BO 
C**** RtPLALE f-UNLT10N NAME IN ~cXT STATEMENT Ii'< ~11\GLE PRECISIUI'< 
~oo Tl =U::. h,Nll.000, Tl I 
3.:lO If- ITl.l\E.O.OJ GO TU 400 











If l,dL 1-11.t'<c.lJ,01 GU TU 410 
C.0 Tu 3 00 
400 TO=P- ... 1 Ll- ll*Tl/Tl 






CUUNT AL;kEEMEi'<TS IN SIGN (ll:RO CUNi..IOEREil PO::.ITIVEI 
If I TOI 440, 420, 430 
T.:=Tl 




cSTAilLlSH T IGHTEK t>uUl'<OS ON EIC.EN.VALuES 
DU 53C ll=L,M 
IF IL l.LE.MATCtO GO TU 500 
IF IV ALU Ill ) •LE.TAU I GO TO lbO 
\/ALUILll=TAU 
GU TO 530 
500 VALL Ill l=TAU 
530 ~O,Hli'<uE 
GU TO .2b0 
570 CONTINUE 
c El.;tNVcLTORS CF Cu-1.,lAGCt\AL SYH,iHRIC HATRIX--INVE1<SE ITERATILlN 
c ------------ -- ----------- -~-~--- -~-- ---~-- ~-------
l'=l"SUEs 
IF IM.LT.01 RETUi<N 
(. 
UO 970 i=l,M 
(, 





If I I .Ei..il GU TO 7<.5 
IF (VALU(l-ll-\/ALU(ll.LT.l.JE+4*t:P:i.ll GU TO 730 
725 11=-l 
no 11=11+1 






1~1, O l;o 
151'< 01.>7 





I Si\ 01 <t:> 
!Si, o !46 









I SI, Cl5b 
15N Ol 5'J 
J;,N 016 l 
!SI\ 0 lt>2 
l Si', Gloe> 
!SN Olc4 
!Si'< 0165 
I SN Cl6-6 
ISN 0167 




!SN O 17 2 
















Uu fou L=l ,N 
V ( L I= f:P S l * I I l * L + 11 
T(L,2l=OIAt,(l J-\IALU( II 
If (L.Lloi'<I GL TL 740 
T( L, .;J=O.O 
~u TO 7:,0 
740 T(L,31=Sul'tk0(LI 
IF (TlL,.Jl.i:-..0.01 Tll,3l=l:i'51 
T IL+l,l l=T IL,31 
760 CIJr.Tl !\Uc 




Gu TO 7!>0 
770 Tl J,ll=El'Sl 
C.**** 1<i::PLALl: FUNCT Iu,, r.AME IN NE.<T STATEMENT IN SIM;LE l'kECI 5101'< 
7d0 vTcMP=uAo,(TIJ,lll 
IF ( VkMP.L T.EPSll GC TC 770 
IF (J .E~.r.l GL TU d20 
I i.Ut,(I JI =O 















IF IUAd51TIJ+l,UJ.LE.IITE1~Pl W TO 810 
INDi::X(JJ =l 
Du aoc K=l, .:1 
VTtMl'=T I J,1\1 





T(J+l,ll=T(J+l,2)- VTEMP *TIJ,21 
Tl J+l,Jl=HJ+l, 31- VTEMP *ll J,31 
CCMll\uE 
I Ti;R=l 
IF Ill.GT.OJ W TO 920 
BACK SUbSTITLTE TO UBTAII\ EIGENVECTOR 
DO d70 Ll=l,N 
L=N+l-Ll 
VI L J=(VI L l-TIL,21*V( L+l J-T(L,31*111 L+.2 JJ/T(L,11 
C.OrHIN,JE 
GU TO ( d75,92CJ, I TER 
PERFGRM SELONC ITEKATICN 
IT EK= 2 
IF (N.E.,.ol I GL TO Bbl) 
(JO 910 L=2,N 
If lll'<ucX(L-ll.E~.01 GO TO 900 
VHMP=VIL-ll 
VIL-ll=V(LI 
V ( Ll=VT EMP 
<;CO V(Ll=V(Ll-FAC.TOR(L-ll*VIL-ll 
910 COi,Tll',vt 






!SN Cl 94 













ISl'i 02 Oti 
Isr-. 02119 
ISi'< 02l0. 




ISN 0.: 1-t 
ISi\ ll 2.17 
1 SN 0218 
ISi'< 0219 
I!:,l'l 0220 
C URTHUGcH,ALI LE: Vl::CTUR TU CTHEl<S AS!>Ui:.IAT EO ~ ITH REPEAT EU VALUi: 
c 
c 
92G IF l!l.c1w.Ol C.UTU9't!> 
uu 94C Ll=l ,I l 
~= 1-L 1 
Ill l::11P=•J .G 
Uu 93C J=l,N 
930 VTi:11P=VTtMf'*AIJ,K.l*VIJI 
uu 9'>0 J=l ,N 
940 \II Jl=\11 Jl-AIJ,K.l*VTE11P 
GU TO (8b0,9451, ITER 
C NUR11Alll.c VECTOR 
c 
945 IINUkl12 =O .o 
DO SSC L=l,1< 
950 VN.Jri.112=VNURP12+\I I L l **2 
C**** ktPLAI..I:: Fur-.CTIUN I\AME IN ikXT 
Vi,..ik,~=..i Si.ik Tl \ll'iURM2l 
DO 9b0 J=l,N 
%0 AIJ,ll=VI J l/VMJRM 
c 
970 CUM IMJt: 
c 
HATEHENT IN SiNGLE PRECI!>laN 





!F (1';.ol E •. 21 ·RETUd.N 
00 990 I=l,H 
DU 980 K=2,N 
UIK l=O.O 
DO 980 J=2 ,N 
lJI K.l=U Kl +SI J ,Kl*AI J,11 




*OPTIONS IN EffECT* NAME= MAii', ,UI' T= C2 ,LI N·ECNT=oO, SIZE=OO·O_OK, 
*CPTIUMi IN EFFECT* SuURCE' i:BCC.1 C, Nul !ST' NO.ilt:CII., LOAU ,NO MAP I NUEOl T, li),N~ XREF 
*STATISTICS"' SUUKCE STAltl'IENTS = 219 ,PRC.CiRA~ SllE = .J.t4lb 
*HHlSTlCS* ·r.U ClAGNOSTlC~ CiENERATEU 
****** END uf COMPILATlur. ****** 85K BYTES OF CORE ~JT USEU 
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